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Sibylla borealis: Notes on the Structure of Völsunga

Kees Samplonius

Hinter der Völsunga muss noch irgends etwas stecken, ein ganz bestimmter Schlüssel, der ungenommen ist. Und solange wir ihn nicht haben, ist alles Deuten halbbeschwichtigen des Flickwerk.2

In Völsunga, the poem which opens the Eddic lays collected in Codex Regius, the völva first recalls the Old Norse myths of creation, then proceeds to disclose the destiny of the gods, who will meet their fates in a last heroic battle. The poem therefore deals with pagan myth, but the imagery which it displays has interesting features. It has long been recognized that some of the motifs occurring in the poem are reminiscent of themes found in medieval Christian thinking. In his essay on dating Eddic poetry, a milestone in the history of Edda criticism, Edwin Jessen suggested that the fraticide and the darkening of the sun alluded to in Vsp. 45 and 57 echo events mentioned in the Gospels as signs foreboding the end of the era.3 Later scholars, notably Axel Olrik and, recently, John McKinnell have drawn up lists of what they see as Christian themes in Völsunga.4 Not all examples are equally convincing. Some of the resemblances can be explained as coincidence, others as the commonplaces of the (apocalyptic) genre, but not all of them can be eliminated thus, and together they make an irrefutable case for arguing for the Völsunga poet’s debt to Christian thinking. As often, the observation raises more questions than it solves. If the poet was a Christian, what Christian rationale is there in the poem, and if not, why did he draw on Christian themes?

To call attention to the poet’s ideological stance is one of the objectives of this paper. The poet’s motives for composing Völsunga are hidden in the mist of time, and any

1 This paper develops one section of my forthcoming book on Völsunga.
4 Axel Olrik, ‘Om Ragnarök [I’], Anhøyer for nordisk oldekyndighed og historie (1903), 157–291, at 290; and John McKinnell, Both One and Many. Essays on Change and Variety in Late Norse Heathenism, Philologia 1 (Rome, 1994), p. 120.
attempt to retrieve them is a tall order, but this need not necessarily keep us from trying, since the poem contains a number of features which, properly analyzed, allow us to get an idea of the poet’s working method, and, consequently, of the ideology underlying his composition. The method may be unconventional in terms of modern literary research, but as I see it, an analysis of the way in which the poet has handled his sources is imperative for a proper understanding of the poem.

The feature I want to discuss here concerns the figure of the volva which has lent the poem its name, more precisely her standing in history. It is this problem of the volva’s historical background, and consequently that of the poet’s treatment of the figure, that will be central to the following investigation.

Of all the medieval prophetesses of the North, be they literary figures or persons of flesh and blood, the volva of Völsunga is probably the most famous, and she is certainly the most enigmatic of them all. The poet nowhere says that the fictional speaker of the poem is a volva, but the grammatically feminine form fætda in Vsp. 2 shows the speaker to be female, and Snorri repeatedly refers to the poem as Völsunga, which makes it a fair assumption that the speaker was a volva. Guðbrandur Vigfusson once referred to her as sílyla borealis, and I have adopted his term for my title, because it conveniently combines the Classical and Germanic elements which jointly account for the descriptions of the volva as found in Old Norse literature. I would not say that this composite background can be detected on every occasion, but I hope to show that in the more elaborate references to the figure, such as the descriptions contained in Völsunga and Everk saga rauða, we have to allow for a more diverse background than earlier scholarship suggests.

In his commentary on Völsunga, Finnur Jónsson confidently remarked that the poet, in depicting the volva, could draw on his living experience of volnut in his own society: ‘Der kan ingen tvivl være om, at den rolle, völven her spiller, er lige tagen ud af livet, som dette formoder sig i vikingetiden i Norge’. Finnur Jónsson was convinced of the genuinely Germanic character of the poem, and it probably never occurred to him that his remark touched on a fundamental question: the relation between the volva as depicted in the poem and the historical or literary figure on which the poet modelled her. It is only fair to say that Finnur Jónsson was no exception. The question has aroused little interest among scholars, although a discussion of it would certainly have contributed to a better understanding of the poem: no figure emerges out of nowhere, and certainly not a figure as dominant and characteristic as the volva. It is from the
volva's lips that the world's fate is revealed, and it is no exaggeration to say that her continuous presence on the *Völsunga* stage constitutes the poem's very framework. It is unlikely that the poet, in structuring the poem, invented the figure himself. She must have existed at the time when the poem was composed, and the poet most probably modelled his volva on a figure already very familiar to him. It is here that problems start. Was the poet inspired by literary sources, and if so, was this inspiration direct or indirect (i.e., did he gather his knowledge from hear-say)? Or did he, as suggested by Finnr Jónsson and others,\(^7\) use his personal knowledge of the volva as a living person? Unfortunately, our knowledge is extremely limited on this point. This is due partly to uncertainty about the poem's date and provenience in general, and partly to the fact, mentioned above, that in the past scholars were mostly concerned with other aspects of the poem. Nordal does not discuss the matter in his 1923 monograph, though his suggestion, a year later, to regard the skald Völud-Steinn, son of a volva, as the poet's author, clearly shows that he sided with Finnr Jónsson on this point.\(^8\) It seems, however, that his suggestion aroused but little interest, and Nordal later complained that his contemporaries did not take the idea seriously.\(^9\)

Fortunately, due perhaps to the rise of gender analysis as an academic category in its own right, interest appears to be growing. Jenny Jochens recently maintained that the description of Porphyrjóttíll-volva in *Eiríks saga rauða* gives credence to a historic reality of prophetesses among pagan Germanic-nordic tribes.\(^10\) Jochens links Porphyrjóttíll's performance in eleventh-century Greenland to the Germanic seeress Veleda, mentioned by Tacitus a millennium earlier, and she claims that in terms of function there is no difference between these women.\(^11\) The statement not only reiterates Finnr Jónsson's idea about the poet's source of inspiration, it also suggests that the Germanic seeresses enjoyed a high social prestige throughout the whole of the medieval Germanic period. Similar views have been expressed by Ursula Dronke, who rejects Bruder's thesis that seeresses like Veleda were agents only of a lower form of cult, namely that of magic. Referring to the *Otte* passage in *The War of the Gaedhel with the Gaill*, Dronke concludes: 'The North Germanic seeress at least seems to have known her worth and been revered for it.'\(^12\) All

---


\(^8\) Sigurður Nordal, 'Völud-Steinn', *Bjöð 8* (1924), pp. 161–78, at 166.


the same, Dronke is aware that 'if Bruder were wholly right, then the völva of Völuspá might indeed owe her towering stature entirely to the Christian Sibyl, words that bring to mind the century-old, and as yet unsolved Bang-Rydberg controversy about the religious world of Völuspá.\textsuperscript{13} Apparently, much is at stake in solving this problem. So, to turn to our investigation, what were the völva’s features at the time when Völuspá was composed, say the late-tenth or the early-eleventh century?

AIM AND METHOD

In the discussion below, the problem of the völva’s historical background will be discussed by raising the following questions:

a) Was the figure indigenous in the North, or was she nothing but a literary calque on the Sibyl of Antiquity?

b) If the figure has roots in genuine Germanic tradition, how did she develop, and what stages did she go through?

c) If the völva of Völuspá displays Christian features, what bearing does it have on our understanding of the poem’s structure?

In treating these issues, I will examine the various manifestations of the völva in Old Norse, as well as in other literatures. I will first survey the testimony of poetry (both skaldic and Eddic), then look at the references to the figure contained in prose, such as the well-known description of Óðinn’s litl-völva in Eiríks saga rauða. In the second part of our investigation an attempt will be made to account for the various pictures which the different literary genres present to us. It will be argued that the different portrayals represent successive stages in the development of the völva in literature (as distinct from history), and an attempt will be made to explain some features of the poem in the light of medieval Christian culture.

SKALDIC TESTIMONIES

In the middle of the tenth century the skald Kormákr describes a woman, Póðís, who tries to protect him from being wounded in a forthcoming duel, as \textit{his völva} ‘hoarse völva’:  
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Mjókk hafa troll of troðna
trúir maðr konu annars
eldreð at fólkur
ómislala þessa;
vætti hins at valdi
er at vangði gengum.
hvat of kunnam þat henni?
hás völva því þólvu.14

The trolls have quite unsparingly — the man trusts another’s wife — bewitched this woman; I expect that the hoarse völva will cause trouble on that account — why blame her for it? — when we go to the duelling ground.

The choice of the word völva is remarkable because of Fjord’s apparent use of magic, an activity not primarily associated with völur in saga-literature. Certain preparations were admittedly required to activate the inherent gift of prophecy which these women possessed, but as a rule we do not find völur involved in magic in the sagas. Yet, the stanza shows that at the time when the verse was composed, the term was associated with witchcraft. Unfortunately, the authenticity of the stanza is not undisputed.15 If the verse was composed by Kormákr himself, as Einar Ólafur Sveinsson and, more cautiously, Gabriel Turville-Petre have argued, then the association with witchcraft must be as old as the tenth century.16 Particularly significant is that the word völva does not occur in the prose narrative in which the verse is embedded. This may be coincidence, but it is also possible that the saga-author for some reason deliberately refrained from using it.

Another poet to use the word völva was Höfrögða-Refi, a skald living in the eleventh century. In Snorra Edda the following stanza is attributed to him:

Feðrir bjórð þar er þára
bresti, undínsna festa
opt i Ægin kjapta
þínuð Gymnus völva.17

---

She often brings the twisted-rope-bear [ship] into Ægis' jaws [under the waves], where the bilbow breaks, Gymir's spray-cold uppla.

The verse offers no serious problems, except the structure of the sentence's subject ûrart Gymir uppla. There are two possibilities: the allusion is either to a wave, or to Rán, the wife of the seagod. The first explanation is reminiscent of Snæbjörns' description of waves as the nine briðir of Ægis. It may be argued, perhaps, that whether the reference is to a wave or to Rán, the basic word uppla has been used neutrally here, without any negative connotations. This interpretation, however, does not seem very likely. The expression occurs in the context of ships lost at sea, a disastrous event of which ûrart Gymir uppla is said to be the active agent. So, Turville-Petre may well have been right to gloss the word uppla as 'witch' in his commentary. What counts is whether the poet, in choosing uppla as a base-word, took account of this negative aspect of the word in the semantic spectrum, and chances are that he did. It may be added that the idea of ships lost at sea due to the doing of witches occurs elsewhere in Old Norse literature. It is also found, albeit in Romantic form, in Fríðþjófs saga, where the protagonist's ship is threatened by a sudden storm. Fríðþjóf, suspicious that witchcraft is involved, climbs the mast, and speaks in verse: 'Sé ek trollkonur hver á báru', 'Witches two on the wave I see.' The saga is hardly older than the late-thirteenth century, and its narrative is highly Romantic, but when it comes to details the author shows himself to be well acquainted with the habits and beliefs of his time, as can be gathered from another motif not commonly found in Old Norse literature. Fríðþjóf, fearing that the ship is lost, breaks the golden ring which Íngibjörg has given him, and distributes the pieces among the members of his crew. There must be some connection with the sailor's habit of carrying on him a piece of gold to pay for his burial in case he drowns and is washed ashore. The habit later manifested itself in the golden earrings which sailors until recently were wont

18 Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry, p. 92.
19 Rudolf Meisner, Die Kenningar der Skalden (Bonn und Leipzig, 1921), p. 98.
20 Turville-Petre, Scaldic Poetry, p. 92.
21 Interestingly, in Old English and Old Irish poetry the sea is likewise compared to a woman: in Maximus the sea is referred to as a violent female (mageles), and in Irish poetry we find the sea described as a fear-inspiring woman who drowns a sailor by beating his little vessel with her white locks, i.e. foam-capped waves (K. Olsen, Review of Richard North, Heathen Gods in Old English Literature (Cambridge, 1997), Tijdschrift voor Skandinavistiek 19 [1998], 187–193, at 190). It seems, therefore, that our kenning has archetypal overtones, but this does not affect our findings: if Refr was solely concerned to depict the sea as a female, he could have used any word for woman, and it would be left to explain why he chose uppla out of the many Old Norse kennings which he had at his disposal.
23 An early echo of this custom seems present in Færinger saga, where the farmer Poggins finds on the beach the half-drowned Sigmundr, and kills him on the spot to get hold of the hero's golden ring.
to wear (and still do in comic strips). The saga-author did not draw this image from his imagination in depicting Fröðþjólf’s voyage, and it is conceivable that the motif of destructive storms evoked by women reflects old and genuine beliefs. This finds support in a pontifical writing to King Harald of Denmark, in which pope Gregory VII expressed concerns that in Denmark storms and pestilence were reportedly blamed on priests and women, and that the latter had been killed on such suspicion. Interestingly, the letter shows that also Christian priests were regarded with superstitions awe, though there is no mention of priests being subjected to popular attack for alleged use of magic:

Illud interesse non praetercendum, sed magnopere apostolica interdictione prohibendum videtur, quod de gente vestra nobis innotuit: sicut et vos intemperiam temporum, corruptiones aethis, quasunque molestias corporum ad sacratissimum cuppas transvere ... Praeterea in mulieris, ob eandem causam similis immanitatem barbari ritus damnatas, quae quum imperatos faciendi vobis fas esse, nolite putare. Sed potius discite, divinitas ulotion sententiam digne petendo avertere, quam, in illas insontes frustra feraliter seviendo, iram Domini multo magis provocare.\(^{24}\)

In the meantime, this we cannot let pass, but even must forbid strictly by papal prohibition, what has become known to us about your people, namely that you hold priests responsible for (the occurrence of) storms, pollution of the air (i.e. epidemics) and all kinds of physical harm ... Moreover, do not believe that it finds justification in any divine law to commit (such) ungodliness against women, (who) for the same reasons (have been) subjected to a similar cruelty of barbarian justice. Learn rather to turn away this feeling of divine revenge by doing penance worthily, than to evoke the fury of the Lord even more by raging fatally without cause against these innocent women.

Gregory’s letter to the Danish king was written 1080 AD, which makes it near-contemporary with Refr’s stanza,

A third allusion to sylfur may be present in a verse by Þjóðólf Arnórsson, quoted by Snorri in Skaldskaparmál:

Orð sær Yrri burtar
inandrótt jófur sinni
bjarnplógaðan borga
brattakar sylzatru;
øyss landrét lióu
lastvar Kraka bari
á hítmyldar holdi
hauks kjölfur mér síglum.\(^{25}\)

The prince [king Harald] sows the seed of Yrsa’s son [gold] on the shining ploughed, steep cornfield of rings which cling to the joints; the faultless ruler pours the bright corn of Kraki [gold] on those falcon’s lands [arms] of me myself, warmly covered with flesh.

Djöðólfir lived in the mid-eleventh century; and the verse is generally considered genuine. The phrase banga vélspakna is translated by Turville-Petre as ‘rings which cling to the joints’, but, as pointed out by Paul Bibire, it might well mean ‘rings of the vélspur-wise ones’, since the rings have been taken from the Swedish king Álfr, who is described in Hrafn saga kraka as an ardent pagan and a great sorcerer (‘hin ni støi blotmaid ok fullt af fjölkýningi’). For that reason, Bibire says, the epithet ‘witch-wise’ may refer to this use of sorcery by the Swedes and their king. It could be objected that this interpretation uses a rather late and possibly unreliable text to elucidate an mid-eleventh century stanza, and some caution seems well-advised, but on the other hand, there is ample precedent. Djöðólfir’s expression ‘støddy Finna gjöld i skjoldum’, ‘the tribute of the Lapps stood in the shields’ (in Sexstefla 14), can be understood only with the help of the thirteenth-century Örvar-Odds saga, where it is told that magic arrows were given as tribute by Guðr, king of the Lapps. As Turville-Petre points out, the explanation of this kenning shows the great age of some traditions preserved in late heroic sagas, which we regard suspiciously.

So, there is definitely a case for arguing that vélspakr alludes to magic practices, especially as in the days of Djöðólfir the Swedes had not yet been converted to Christianity.

Other skaldic allusions are too late to be of much value. In Skjaldshaparmál Snorri relates how Bragi the Old, driving through a forest late in the evening, is addressed in verse by a troll-wife (trollkona), who lists to him her troll names, one of which was vísinn völva:

Troll kalla mik
tungl sjót-Rungnis,
áðsúg jótuna,
élskar þó,
vísinn völva,
vørð náfiðlær,
hvelsvolg himins;
hvar er troll nema þat?29

27 Fornaldar saga nyrblanda, 1, ed. C.C. Rafa (Copenhagen, 1839), p. 35.
Trolls call me moon of dwelling-Rungmir, giant’s wealth-sucker, storm-sun’s bale, secess’s friendly companion, guardian of corpse-fjord, swallower of heaven-wheel; what is a troll other than that?

Faulkes’s translation ‘secess’s friendly companion’ is rather mild, since the verse certainly does not credit the vǫlva with much social prestige. Trolls and troll-wives were thought to be active at night, and the description may hint at the vǫlva’s use of sitting out at night, as alluded to in Völuspá, a time suitable for magic practices. The date of the verse is uncertain. It is only found in the manuscripts R and C (164), which could suggest that it was composed and incorporated at a later stage, possibly in the second half of the thirteenth century.

LAYS OF THE EDDA

We also find the vǫlva associated with magic in Eddic poetry. Her use of it is referred to in Ls 24, where Loki accuses Óðinn of having practiced sorcery in a vǫlva’s ritual:

En þík síðja kóðu
Sámseyju í
ok draptr á větt sem vǫlur.30

But you, people said, did sorcery on Samsey, and tapped on a tub-lid like the vǫlur.

The reading þísa is commonly emended to síka ‘to practise sorcery’.31 This makes good sense, though it is also possible to read sjá (cf. Njálsl. ch. 45: ‘Peir litu til ok kváðusk sjá hann’, ‘They looked, and said that they could see him’), thus retaining the manuscript reading.32 Here we are only concerned with ‘drees á větt’ in line three. The expression is not entirely clear, but commentators agree that it also has to do with magic practice. If the word větt is identical with ON větt ‘lid’, then the reference may be to the beating of drums or lids for magic purposes.33

In Völuspá (st. 2) the vǫlva recalls her youth in the world of the giants, which makes her a witness of primordial times. This feature, which is not found elsewhere in Old Norse, only underscores the special character of the poem:

30 Edda. Die Lieder des Codex regius nebst verwandten Denkmälern, ed. Gustav Neckel, Germanische Bibliothek 2, 9 (Heidelberg, 1927), p. 98. All Eddic references are to this edition (with normalized spelling).
31 Klaus von See et al. (Kommentar zu den Liedern der Edda. I: Götterlieder (Heidelberg, 1997), p. 430), are sympathetic to Nils Lid’s interpretation of þísa as siga ‘to sink into trance’, even though such a meaning is not attested in Old Norse. The reference is to sorcery whichever reading is understood.
Ek man þyra
ár um borna
þvr er fornðom mik
freðda hóðu.

I remember giants, born early in time, who long ago had reared me [or: did give me life].

The verb fréa means 'to give birth to', as well as 'to bring up', a meaning preferred by most commentators. Dronke argues that the latter meaning is indicated by the plural use of þyra (acc.), an argument that is not entirely convincing, since the use of singular for plural, and vice-versa, is well-known poetic practice in Old Norse.34

The völva is also associated with giants in Balders drøumar, though in a totally different way. In the poem, one of the youngest of the Eddic Corpus, Óðinn descends to the underworld, disguised, where he summons a völva from the dead, and asks her about Balder's fate. She reveals that Balder will be slain by his own brother. In a desperate attempt to invalidate the prediction, Óðinn denies her prophetic skills, scolding her 'þriggi þarsa móðr', 'mother of three giants'. The accusation is surprising, since the völva apparently had no difficulty in seeing through Óðinn's disguise, which seems to suggest that the poet saw her as a true seeress. Óðinn's insult may be a reference to the völva's background, as touched on in Vsp. 2, but it is also possible that Óðinn, his true identity being revealed (in a scene reminiscent of Vsp. 28),35 angrily resorts to gossip that surrounded sorceresses and female soothsayers in general (cf. Háv. 87 and 113). As Balders drøumar is younger than Völuspá, it may have been composed as an addition to it, perhaps in earnest, but more probably ironically, meant as entertainment only.36

Unreliability as a characteristic of the völva is mentioned by the Hávamál poet. In a crux over dealing with the dangers of being naive the poet accuses her of flattery, and he warns the audience not to give her words any credit (Háv. 87):

Völú vilmu ... trúi engi móðr.

No man should ... trust the flattery of a völva.

The warning suggests the existence of professional fortune-tellers. That prophecies had to be paid for is made clear by Völuspá, and it needs hardly be said that payment for

34 Cf. Hkr. 11 'Óðhr mun ráða'; and HHEL. II, 46: bráðir and dísir (referring to Guðrún). Völuspá has several examples of it: all bráðir (Vsp. 2218); típur (Vsp. 6216), for Óðinn's housekeeper and perhaps also gênda and frekkun (Vsp. 22).
35 Cf. Ursula Dronke's remarks about Bkr. 9/1-2 (The Poetic Edda, II, 158): 'I suggest that the poet is attempting to render phrases in Vsp. 31/6 and 32/1-2 that he has not correctly understood'. See also n. 100 below.
36 It could be added that the poem would be far more comprehensible if we assume a Christian background, since it would explain the völva's markedly hostile attitude towards Óðinn.
service always opens the door for bribery. For that reason the Hávamál verse might well be indicative of the social conditions and status which at one stage characterized the völva's professional behaviour, but as will be shown below, Old Norse literature contains little to suggest that corruption was the völva's hallmark. The author of Viga-Glátums saga (ch. 12) reports that housewives thought it important to give a good welcome to a certain Oddbjörg, a wandering wise woman gifted with second sight, because they believed that what she said was influenced by their hospitality. Such conduct would be reminiscent of the expression völva viðmarli, but it is important to note that apart from the reference to housewives' gossip, there is little in the saga to support this view, because, as it turns out, Oddbjörg is not inclined to use flattery, even when pressure is brought on her to do so.

Finally, a low opinion of the völva is expressed in Hjál许多heidar Hundingbana 1, 37, where völva is used on a par with a skollvei konu 'deceitful woman,' accused of fashioning lies ('háru skrá skæ in ...'). What exactly the poet was hinting at in using the word is not altogether clear, since the reference may be to old age, lascivious conduct, or unreliability. I will return to the passage later.

VÖLUSPÁ 22

A stanza which is difficult to explain is Vsp. 22, which deals with events probably connected with the 'fólkvögu fyrst í heimi' mentioned in the foregoing stanza. Nordal once called this part of the poem (i.e. st. 21–26) hard to understand, and he doubted that we would ever arrive at a generally accepted interpretation.37

Heiði hana héttu
hvass til líska kom
völva velspá
viti hón ganda.
Söð hón kunnir
sið hón leikinn.
Æ var hón angan
illrar brúðar.

Bright One they called her, at all the houses she came to, the seeress with skills, and witchcraft she pled. Spells she cast where she could, spells she cast on the mind; she was ever the darling of evil women.

The verse enumerates the various skills and habits of the völva, such as divination (velspá), the use of incantations (siðr), as well as other activities discussed below. A

proper understanding is made difficult by the poet's way of metonymically touching on events and concepts. Central to the stanza's interpretation are its concluding lines, especially the word *illir*, an epithet which Dronke believes to be illustrative of the *volva*'s dubious sexual morals. The idea had already been put forward by Jan de Vries more than sixty years ago, but Dronke has provided it with an elaborate theoretical framework. Since the idea has far-reaching implications for our understanding of the poem as a whole, it is necessary to discuss the matter briefly.

In the stanza the *volva*'s activity is called *seídr*, and in *Ynglinga saga* Snorri reports that Freyja first taught the *Æsir* *seídr*. It is probably on account of this dual relation of *seídr* with the *volva* on the one hand, and the *Vanir* on the other, that some scholars assume an intimate connection between the *volva* and the cult of the *Vanir*. Thus Dronke states:

As the *Vanir* were gods of fecundity, the repulsed obscenity of *seídr* was no doubt linked with the sexual aspects of their nature. That bawdiness and sexual licence played their part in Heidr's performance of *seídr* and made her visits popular, is certainly suggested by the warmth with which 'bad women' welcomed her: *Æ var bon angan illar brútar*. The war of the *Æsir* and the *Vanir*, introduced in the foregoing stanza 21, with which our stanza appears intimately connected, Dronke explains in a Dumézilian vein. She compares it to the myth of the Arvins, the Sanskrit twin gods of rejuvenation, who like the *Vanir* had to fight for recognition as gods. To make her point clear, Dronke refers to Dionysus's battle for divine recognition, as told in Euripides's *Bacchae*, arguing that the moral loathing and scorn which was felt for the cult of Dionysus is reminiscent of the attitude of the *Æsir* towards the *Vanir*. Just as Dionysus is called a charlatan magician, and accused of infecting the women with madness and unchastity, the *volva* is welcomed with enthusiasm by bad women, as expressed in Vsp. 22/7–8. By treating Dionysus's maenads on a par with the 'bad women' of Vsp. 22, Dronke arrives at a structuralistic interpretation which has a persuasive touch. But is it tenable? To start with, Dronke's interpretation is possible only if we are willing to view the *volva* as an agent of the cult of the *Vanir*. Snorri's statement that Freyja first taught the *Æsir* *seídr*, such as was practised among the *Vanir*, follows on his description of the war between the *Æsir* and the *Vanir*. The fact that Vsp. 22 occurs in the same context may have led scholars to inter-

---

39 Dronke, 'The War of the *Æsir* and *Vanir* in *Völuspá*', p. 228.
pret the stanza in accordance with Snorri's words, elsewhere in Ynglinga saga, that seíðr, apart from having been introduced by the Vanir, was attended by such wickedness (ergi) that many men considered it shameful (ergi skammlautar) to practice it, for which reason it was taught to goddesses (or priestesses, as ON gylja can denote either). Unfortunately, Snorri does not specify what this unmannerly behaviour amounted to, nor does he refer to völur in this connection, and his comment, which provides the basis for Dronke's theory of the völva's indecent behaviour, may well echo 'Á vara hón angan illrar brúdr' of our stanza (which Snorri does not quote). In fact, there is little in Snorri to suggest that the völva's performance was characterized by sexual licence, and the whole idea may well stem from a confusion of two things: 1) the activity of the völva is called seíðr and 2) the Vanir practised a shameful kind of seíðr. This second observation need not be more than Snorri's own interpretation of Vsp. 22/7-8, but even if we were to accept it momentarily, then there would still be no evidence that the völva's performance was equally bawdy and sexually provocative. As skaldic poetry shows, seíðr, the word on which such a conclusion ultimately rests, originally probably only meant 'incantation'.

Now, it is undeniable that Vsp. 22/7–8 refers to the völva's conduct, and also that the use of illr implies a negative moral judgement. So, if the phrase does not allude to sexual licence, what, then, does it refer to? In her recent commentary Dronke reiterates this theory that the völva's performance was part of the cult of the Vanir. However, she gives simultaneously a somewhat different explanation, according to which the epithet illr reflects the popular moral disapproval, endorsed by the poet, of women who intimated with sorceresses and who might themselves dabble in spells to pursue personal enemies or lovers. This interpretation has much to commend it, since it allows us to retain the manuscript reading lekkinn 'possessed' (singular used collectively), which then denotes the people who had fallen victim to the magic practice that is

43 The skalds use seíðr as the basic word in descriptions for battle (Meissner, Die Klassiker der Skalden, p. 197), whereby the word apparently stands for 'song', the territor the humming sound produced at the performance of incantations (Strömhäck, Sejd, p. 119). In the early-eleventh century Egil's völö víða uses the lekkinn illr and lekkinn seíðr. Earlier still is Egill's vönu seíðr (the seíðr of the spears), provided the attribution to this poet is correct. Apart from the noun seíðr we find the verb sêa, used by Kormákr by about 960 AD in the verse 'sêa Ygg til Rinda' (Ygg [Öðinn] used magic to get Rind), in which the reference is clearly to magic. No specific connection can be detected with either the Vanir or the völva, and skaldic poetry, therefore, lends no support to the idea that seíðr was an intrinsic part of either of them.
44 Dronke, The Poetic Edda, n. 42.
45 Dronke, The Poetic Edda, n. 133. As far as illr is concerned, these different interpretations are hard to reconcile. In Dronke's 1998 interpretation ('The War of the Aêir and Vanir in Völuspá', p. 228) the völva figures as an agent of the gods of fearcility, in whose service she conducts her alleged obscene performance — thus causing the poet to use the epithets illr — whereas in Dronke's new interpretation (p. 133) the moral disapproval articulated in illr does not apply to obscene sexual behaviour of the völva herself.
described. The word *leikinn* is reminiscent of the formula *mutatio mentium hominum*, found in a collection of penitential decrees compiled in the years 1008–12 AD by Burchard, Bishop of Worms.\(^{46}\) In the history of sorcery, *love magic* was an important concept. A survey of the medieval data led Heide Diestel to the conclusion that the practice was a predominantly female affair.\(^{47}\) With this in mind I am inclined to interpret the phrase ‘*Æ var hón angan illar brøðra*’ as a reference to love magic, alone or in combination with other activities perceived to be immoral (such as contraception).

It could well be that the similarity between our stanza and early medieval beliefs in witchcraft goes even further. I am referring to the phrase *viti hón ganda*, which may have something to do with spiritual transport by means of magic. Old Norse *gandr* means ‘stick,’ and theoretically the expression could refer to medieval *sortilegia*, in which sticks were reportedly used, but a survey of the word’s semantic field points in another direction. Apart from its basic meaning ‘stick,’ ON *gandr* is occasionally used to signify an alleged animal of transport, mostly a wolf; in rare cases a horse. These meanings appear to be secondary, and probably derive from the alleged witches’ habit of riding into the air,\(^{48}\) as attested in the word *gandr* ’witches’ ride’. Dronke renders *vita ganda* with ‘to conjure spirits,’ and perhaps the ritual was perceived in this way by its participants, but I prefer the basic meaning of *vita* ‘give power, give a magic might’ and *gandr* ‘stick,’ or else ‘wolf’ (as the result of thesioromorphic transformation, seen from the *völpva*’s point of view, wolves being the witches’ steeds in Old Scandinavian tradition).\(^{49}\) In that case *viti hón ganda* would refer to the *völva*’s alleged ability to

---

46 The nineteenth Book of this compilation, commonly called *Corpus*, derives, with minor modifications, from a text compiled by Regino of Pruna a century before. In it, penitents are questioned whether they believe that women: ‘peror quaedam maleficia et incantatio mens hominum permeat (poste)’ (Wilhelm Bousriot, *Die altgermanische Religion in der antiken kirchlichen Literatur des Abendlandes vom 5. bis 11. Jahrhundert* [Bohn, 1928; repr. Darmstadt, 1964], p. 54) by certain charms and incantations can turn the minds of men. Earlier still, in the ninth century, Hincmar, archbishop of Reims discussed whether certain women, by means of *maleficia*, could turn away love, and made a man impotent with his wife and full of detestation for her; and also, whether these women were capable of arouses erotic passion between unmarried people (Joseph Hansen, *Zauberwesen. Inquisition und Hexenprozess im Mittelalter*, Historische Bibliothek 12 [Munich, cc. 1900], p. 71).


49 For a discussion of *gandr*, see Clive Tolley, *Völlur and Gandur: Helping Spirits in Norse Magic*, *Arkiv för nordisk litteratur* 110 (1995), 57–75, at 62–68. Not all of Tolley’s arguments can be accepted; the main problem being that he uses the account of the eleventh-century *Historia Norwegiar* as if it were a present-day ethnographer’s report.
travel to remote places at night, reminiscent of some of the activities which Burchard attributed to witches in his \textit{Corrector} (90), where people are asked whether they believe that on certain nights women, accompanied by demons, ride into the air on animals:

\begin{quote}
  Causidicis aut particeps suistius alias in numelarii, quod quasdam seclaretam mulieres retro post Sataram conversae danaornm illusionibus et phantasmatis seductae crotum et proficentur se nocturnis horis cum Diana, pannotorn Dea, et cum illiusdorm multitudine mulieres equitiae super quasdam bestias et multa terraeem spatia inceptorae nostis silentio pertransire \ldots\ldots
\end{quote}

Have you believed or participated in this folly, that there are wicked women who, turning back to Satan and seduced by the illusions and phantoms of the demons, believe and openly vow that in the hours in the night they ride on certain animals, together with Diana, the goddess of the pagans, and with a great many other women, in the silence of the dead of night cross many great lands \ldots? 

Elsewhere (Corr. 70) Burchard speaks of this Diana of the witches' ride as 'quam vulgaris suiuitia strigiam Holidam vocat', 'whom the superstition of people calls the witch Hoida'. No such reference to Hoida is found in Regnus's text, the source of the quoted passage, which shows that Burchard, apart from drawing on learned speculation, was also inquisitive about ideas deriving from popular beliefs and superstitions. 54 Early scholarly attention focused on the question whether and to what extent references like the \textit{Holida} phrase quoted above can be traced back to Old Germanic thinking. Recent scholars tend to believe that there was no such thing as a witch-cult and that the concept of it was mainly a transposition of fairly basic ideas about magic which flourished for centuries in popular belief, and which were now branded as part of a devilish conspiracy to undermine the authority of the Church. As this change of attitude — which could be described as negative institutionalizing — did not take place before the fourteenth century, the question is irrelevant here. It suffices to point out that the vulval doings mentioned in Vsp. 22 correspond nearly to activities attributed to witches in the works of Regnus of Prüm and Burchard of Worms, though it would probably be unwise to assume a direct link of some kind. The similarity is best explained by assuming that the \textit{Vulpaud} poet, too, drew on widespread beliefs about witches, as well as on

---


medieval learned speculation. Popular beliefs about magic must have been fairly similar throughout medieval Europe, and the existence of the sauro arco formula in the Bryggen runic inscriptions shows the speed with which superstition could travel.52

The conclusion appears to be that the völva’s activities listed in Vsp. 22 do not differ much from the doings attributed to witches in Western medieval belief: The völva of our stanza greatly resembles a traditional witch, as found in eleventh-century superstition. The stanza nowhere says that the völva herself indulged in any sexual activity. The passage may be sexually suggestive (and the name Gullveig may, as will be discussed later, even be a pun on the golden cup of the Great Whore), but if so, it is only suggestion that we are dealing with. The text refers first and foremost to the use of magic (be it specifically Northern or of a more general medieval kind), and not to sexual licence.

In the above, in discussing the testament of poetry, we have come across the völva’s involvement in magic. What this magic actually consisted of is hard to say. In the early Middle Ages sorcery was commonly understood as magic (magia), divination (divination), future-telling by means of sticks (sorcery), thought to be achieved by means of spells (incantatio) and/or herbs (herbae). According to Snorri, seilfr enabled one to know the fate of men and to predict events that had not yet come to pass. It had the power to inflict death or misfortunes or sickness, or also deprive people of their wishes or strength. If the picture of the völva in Vsp. 22 resembles that of the traditional witch of medieval superstition, then her activities may also have included the use of herbs, salves and potions, and so on for various purposes. In Haralds saga hårðfjögra Snorri, after recording the sudden death of Halfdan svarti, refers to a rumour that the king had died from a poisoned drink which Gunnhildr had suborned a witch (fjolkkunnig konu) to prepare.53 Poison was traditionally regarded as a typical female stratagem, which, as with love magic, would be consistent with the words ill bråðr of our stanza.

Of interest is the epithet vélþvar in Vsp. 22/3. Referring to Vígs-Glúms saga (ch. 12) and Háv 87 völka vilmals, Dronke translates the words völka vélþvar (22/3) as ‘a prophetess of fair fortunes’, arguing that the völva flattered people with favourable prophecies.54 The possibility of this cannot be denied, as corruption of this kind can possibly be found in all ages. However, as pointed out above, this interpretation finds but little support in chapter 12 of Vígs-Glúms saga, to which Dronke refers. It is told here how the völva, Oddbjørg, after having predicted the young boys a future of strife, refuses to make her words more pleasant. So, if we were to evaluate her behaviour, I would rec-

54 Dronke, The Poetic Edda, ii, 132.
ommend the epithet samaspdr, or the verse ‘saga mun sannaz, sú er volva segi’, ‘the volva’s tale will be found true’, found in Orvar-Odds saga, rather than the word vilmsgi of Hav. 87. Moreover, as pointed out by Finnur Jónsson, the adjective velspdr cannot mean ‘prophesying something good’. In all probability the prefix vel has the same qualifying function ‘very good’ as in words like veltakandi and vellyggjandi, and the correct interpretation of velspdr is ‘prophesying competently, with great skill’. This emphasis on the volva’s power to prophesy with great skill seems to recall the opening lines of the poem, where the volva offers to fyrirfja vel the fate of men. In the stanza no explanation is given of this sudden word of praise and recognition in a catalogue of otherwise dubious deeds. A possible reason will be discussed below.

As to the rest of Vsp. 22, HeidslHeidr probably represents an epithet rather than a proper name. The opening line ‘Heidi hana hetu’ does not necessarily reflect people’s opinion about her: it may, as a word of praise, refer to the wicked women mentioned in the concluding lines 7–8. Interpreting the name as an epithet makes it easier to tie HeidslHeidr and Gullveig to each other, names which many scholars regard as referring to the same person. This paves the way for regarding the stanzas 21 and 22 as a hysteron proteron, a device of which the poet of Vplspdr appears rather fond.

Before turning to prose, we have to discuss the use of the word vplva in Helgakviyla Hundingsbana I, 38. In the stanza Helgi's halfbrother Sinfiylt boasts that his opponent (Gulmundr) was longing for him in the shape of a volva:

Pu vart vplva
i Varinseyju,
skollvís kona,
baru skrykl saman
leavtu engi manu
eiga vilja,
segg brynjadan,
nerna Sinfiylt.

Finnur Jónsson, Vplspdr, p. 45; and De Gamle Eddakor, ed. Finnur Jónsson (Copenhagen, 1933), p. 7.

Cf. Vsp. 26 (2a), Vsp. 32/4 (compared to Vsp. 33/1), Vsp. 56/12, Vsp. 62/4 and Vsp. 247–8, provided gorma vplva is not just figurative speech. Also Vsp. 21/1, where the first battle of nations is triggered off by Gullveig's ordeal (as assumed by Nordal). This stanza may contain yet another instance, if Gullveig's suffering by stabbing and burning are copied from Christian hagiography, where these tortures nearly always occur the other way round. An interesting example provides Vsp. 33/5, where the poet first speaks of Filgi's grief (5–8), when its perpetrator has already been killed in revenge (1–4).
A *volva* you were on Varins' Isle, woman full deceit who fashioned lies: of mail-clad heroes, no one, you said, should mate with you except Sinfjôti.

*Helgiakvida Hundingsbana* is one of those flying poems in which the contestants are prone to exaggerate, which, however, does not diminish its value as a source. The fact that Sinfjôti, in accusing his opponent of sexual anomaly, calls Guðmundr a *volva* seems consistent with Dronke's idea that the *volva*'s conduct in Vsp. 22, and that of *volur* in general, was characterized by bawdiness and sexual licence. Such a conclusion is hardly compelling though, because, as shown above, the use of *volva* need not be more than a reference to the female shape into which Guðmundr is said to have transformed himself. The notion of shameful sexual behaviour is undeniably present, but it is a man's subservient homosexual behaviour that the stanza mentions, a common accusation in Old Norse flying. Sinfjôti (or the poet, for that matter) uses the word *volva* to portray Guðmundr, not only as a woman (a reference to the servile homosexuality), but also, as an *old woman*, a detail that must have added greatly to the decisive effect of Sinfjôti's words. Kormâke's *volva*, it will be remembered, was called *hás* 'hoarse', so there is certainly a case for arguing that *volur* were *aged women*.

To summarize: in poetry the *volva* is associated with magic as early as the tenth century. Skaldic poetry contains little information, but the little which there is suffices to show that the picture was rather negative. More details are found in Eddic poetry, where she is accused of flattery (Háv 87), of performing magic rituals (Ls 24) and of various other activities commonly attributed to witches. Some stanzas (HH 1 37; Vsp. 22) can be thought to hint at lascivious conduct, but these passages can also be explained otherwise. Only once (Vsp. 22) she is endowed with a positive quality: the gift to prophecy correctly, which occurs within a catalogue of her otherwise dubious activities. The picture of the *volva* in Old Norse poetry, it seems, is outspokenly negative, and not altogether different from that of the traditional witch of early medieval times.

This conclusion makes it necessary to comment briefly on the view, advocated by Jochens and others, that the seeress/volva enjoyed a high status throughout the whole of the medieval Germanic period. I know of no argument to sustain this view other than that of Dronke, who refers to the *Ota* passage in *The War of the Gaedhil with the Gaill*, where the Viking sea-king Turgesius and his wife Ota are accused of trying to convert Ireland to Ærlâ-worship. Ota is said to have chanted heathen spells and oracles at the altar of Clunamnoise. The identification of Ota with the *volva* dates back to the beginning of the twentieth century, a time when also the Icelandic sagas were still regarded as reliable documents. Much has changed since then, but until recently scholars have tended to accept the passage at face value. Although *The War of the*
Gaedhil with the Gaill abounds with interpolations and biased views, and although it was written in the twelfth century, some 350 years after the Vikings raids started, only in recent times critics have started to recognize that the work has little historical basis. Donncha Ó Corráin claims that the only historical fact of the Turgesius story is the capture and drowning of a Viking leader of that name by Mael Sechnaill, king of the Úi Néill. There can be no doubt, therefore, that the portrait of Ota in The War of the Gaedhil with the Gaill must be treated with caution. But even if we would be willing to view Ota as a völva, then there would still be no reason for believing that the völva enjoyed much social prestige. The passage offers little to go by, and not nearly enough to invalidate the testimony of the skalds. Indications are that at the end of the era the figure was associated with magic, and she does not seem to have enjoyed a high social status.

THE EVIDENCE OF PROSE

In Old Norse prose the picture is different. Apart from the fairly positive role of the völva Oddbjorg in Viga-Glúms saga, quite elaborate descriptions of prophesying völur can be found in other sagas. The gift of prophecy is attributed to men and women alike, but there appears to be a difference in appreciation. Women appear to be less often involved in black magic — at least not of the destructive kind, as practised by Korkell in Laxdæla saga and Porrgrím in Gísla saga — and in those cases where we do find them involved in magic the word völur is not applied to them. Thus Katta in Eyrbyggja saga is nowhere called a völva, and the author of Kormáks saga similarly refrains from calling Porrðis a völva, though the word occurs in the verse that accompanied the episode.

An extensive report of a völva’s seance occurs in Eiríks saga. The author of the saga describes the performance in considerable detail, and we are told that the völva, Porrbjorg is the last survivor of ten sisters, each of which had been a völva as well:

Sú kona var þar í byggð, er Porrbjorg hét, hon var spákonu ok var kjallð litl-völva. Hon hafið átt sér nú sýnt, ok varu allar spákonur, en hon ein var þá á lífi. Þar var hátt Porrbjorgar um vetrum, at hon fór að veiðiðum, ok þau þær menn henni mest heim, er þar vorði var þá at vita þat þar sem eða þarf; ok með því at Porrkell var þar mest báði, þá þötti til hans koma at víta, hve næg lýður ólíði þessu, sem yfir snóð. Byðir Porrkell spákonumni heim, ok er henni þar vel fagnat, sem söð var til, þá er við þess háttar konunum skyldi taka ...

58 Donncha Ó Corráin, Ireland before the Normans (Dublin, 1972), p. 91.
59 On this, see n. 84 and n. 85 below.
En er hon komin inn, þótti allum mönnum skyth til velja hann sem skemilgar kveðjur. Hon tók því sem hann var mótmenn gýdastí til. Tók Porskell bandi í hjóð henni ok leddi hana til þess sársl, sem hann var bút ...

En um mörginnin, at áhöfnun degi, var hann veitir við undhóðum, sem hon þurfi til at hafa til at fremja sérhini. Hon had ok fáð ýr konur þar, en kynni freði þat, sem til sérhims þarf ok varðlokur hérnu. En þar konur fundsk eigi. Þa var leitir at um beint, af nýkurr kynni.60

There was a woman in the settlement who was called Dórðgrýg; she was a vélvöva, and was known as the Little Vélvöva. She had had nine sisters, and they all had been vélvövar, but she was the only one left alive. It was her custom in winter to attend feasts; she was always invited, in particular, by those who were most curious about their own fortunes or the season's prospects. Since Porskell of Hærfjöll was the chief farmer in the district, it was thought to be his responsibility to find out when the current hardships would come to an end. Porskell invited the vélvövar to his house and prepared a good reception for her, as was the custom when such women were being received ...

When she entered the room everyone felt obliged to proffer respectful greetings, to which she responded according to her opinion of each person. Porskell took her by the hand and led her to the seat which had been prepared for her ...

Later the next day she was supplied with the preparations she required for performing the witchcraft. She asked for the assistance of women who knew the spells needed for performing the witchcraft, known as Wériböd-songs; but there were no such women available. So inquiries were then made amongst all the people on the farm, to see if anyone knew the songs.

As it turns out, the only person capable of reciting these songs is Guðrún, who, being a Christian, initially refuses to have anything to do with it. Finally, however, she gives in and is rewarded by the vélvöva with a prediction:

"En þér, Guðrún, skal ek lausa í þeim liðinni þar, er oss heifar af þér staði, því at þin forleg eru með ná afleggaste. Þá munst gistofð fá hér í Grænlandi, þat er skemilgar er, þó at þér verði þar eigi til lungarla, því at vegar þínaði liggja út til Íslands, ok mun þar komna frá þér haldi mikil æt ok gód, ok yfir þínum lykvegum skina hvarraði geislar en ek hafa megin til at geta slagir vandlaga sét; enda far þú ná leið ok vel, dórur. Síðan þegn menn at víðskiptakonungi, ok frett þá hvert þessa, er mest fornirvin var á þat víta. Hon var ok gód af frágrænum; gekk þar ok lítt í tauma, er hon sagði. Þessu nátt var kominn eptiti henni af þóum ber; fór hon þá þangur. Þá var send eptiti Porblinni, því at hann væli eigi heims vel, moður sík húdflovini var frámið." 61

---

'And as for you, Guðrök, I shall reward you at once for the help you have given us, for I can see your whole destiny with clarity now. You will make a most distinguished marriage here in Greenland, but it will not last for long, for your paths all lead to Iceland; there you will start a great and eminent family line, and over your progeny there shall shine a bright light, but it is beyond my power to see it sharply. And now farewell, my daughter.'

Then everyone went over to the völva, each asking her whatever he was most curious to know. She answered them readily, and there were few things that did not turn out as she had prophesied. After this a messenger arrived for her from a neighboring farm and she went there with him. Then Þorbjörn was sent for; he had refused to remain in the house while such pagan practices were being performed.

In the family sagas the völva occurs only sporadically, but when she does, she is treated with respect. Sometimes, as in Eiríks saga raudna, she is even led to the seat of honour by the host himself. All the same, the saga-writers seem ambivalent about her. They make no attempt to deny the esteem in which she was reportedly held, but at the same time they seem eager to articulate Christian disapproval. In Eiríks saga Guðrök's father refuses to be present when the seance is performed, and in Varmadala saga Ingimundr angrily dismisses the völva's prediction that he will settle in Iceland. Yet, in all cases the prophecy turns out to be correct. She is not accused of magic practices, we find no references to alleged unreliability, and nowhere are dubious sexual practices hinted at.

HISTORICAL VERACITY

It is noteworthy that no völva in the sagas has any fixed abode. They have no ancestry and no progeny; they are shadowy figures, mostly with stereotypical names, who travel from farmstead to farmstead, turning up when the narrative needs them and disappearing when no longer necessary. There is little to suggest that any saga author knew a völva from personal experience. Old Norse literature situates the figure outside Iceland, though there was apparently a notion that the figure existed there in the early days of settlement, as can be concluded from an episode in Laxdela saga.62 It does not appear, though, that any report has a firm base in reality. One possible exception is found in the Landnámabók, an account of the first settlers and their descendants. Compilation may have started around 1150 AD, or even earlier, but only revised versions from the thirteenth century have been preserved.63 Here we read that:

Purñar sundafyllir ok Völva-Steinn son hennar fór af Hálógalandi til Íslands ok nam Bolungarkið ek býggva í Vatnsnesi. Hann var því kölubr sundafyllir at hon seðið til þess í hallari á Hálógalandi at hvert sund var húr af fiskum. Hann seti ok Kviðmið á Ísafrandsdýpi ok túk á kollóta af hverjum bóna í Ísafjörði.64

The völva Purñar the Sound-Filler and her son Völva-Steinn went from Hálógalandi to Iceland and took possession of Bolungarkið. They made their home at Vatnsnesi. She was called ‘the Sound-Filler’ because during a famine in Hálógalandi she filled every sound with fish by means of seið. She also fixed the Kviar fishing ground in the open sea in front of Ísafjörð Bay, and took a homeless ewe in return from every farmer in Ísafjörð.

This Purñar must have been an impressive person, since her son Steinn, the skald, was named after her, and not after his father, as was usual. It should be noticed that Purñar’s deeds seem to have been achieved by magic. Nothing is said about prophetic abilities. Of the völur mentioned in Old Icelandic literature Purñar may be the one historical figure; all the other descriptions appear to be highly literary. However, even if the historical existence of most völur described in the sagas must be doubted, there is no reason to reject categorically the details that emerge from the descriptions. Stereotyped as they may appear, they do reflect the way later generations remembered them, and as such they may contain a kernel of truth.

Modern historians who study later traditions about past events have grown skeptical of the possibility to discern historical truth from later accretions. A majority of them now believes that the portrayal of people and things in these traditions tells us more about the way the writer looked upon such matters in his own time than about the events described. Birgit Sawyer has argued that the belligerent figure of the Nordic pagan shield-maiden, anxious to defend her state of chastity and eager to live independently, was created by Saxo in order to express his disapproval of wealthy women who chose to live independently of men by embracing a religious life.65 As nuns or pious widows these women often donated gifts to the church, which led to the alienation of land from family property and was therefore perceived by wealthy land-owning families as a threat. By criticizing the chaste maidens of the past Saxo was able to address the issues of the day and voice his disapproval.

Sawyer’s conclusion is a welcome reminder of the caution needed in the use of later historiography, but it has little bearing on our findings. Saxo may have used the shield-maiden for his own purpose, perhaps inspired by the Amazon warrior of Antiquity, but

---

64 Landnámabók 1–11 (Haukabók, Sæslavík, Mælabók), ed. Finnur Jónsson (Copenhagen, 1900), p. 46. Translation by Herman Pálsson and Paul Edmonds, The Book of Settlements, University of Manitoba Icelandic Studies 1 (Winnipeg, 1972), pp. 69–70.
it is unlikely that he, as Sawyer claims, introduced the Nordic shield-maiden into Scandinavian pagan history. The concept seems to have existed in Nordic tradition prior to the days of Saxo, and it may even have had some basis in reality.\(^66\) A similar state of affairs surrounds our Nordic völva. She, too, may have been revived for some particular purpose, for instance to predict the coming of a new religious world order, but the very fact that this role is bestowed upon her indicates that people must have been familiar with her. Or, to reverse the matter: would there be any point in putting this prediction in the mouth of a prophecy-wielding woman totally unfamiliar to the audience? The answer can only be negative, and consequently the völva must have roots in genuine tradition. It is another matter that the figure may have disappeared from society before the emergence of written reports. Of interest is a note in Orms þáttur Steiðölfs-sonar, in which the unknown author informs his readers that:

Par var þa ðizka i þær mundir at konur þer fóru yfir land er völvar vóru kallaðar, ok söguðu mænum farið þróg sin, aðferð ok aðra hluti þar er munn vildu víspir verða.\(^57\)

It was the custom at that time that women who were known as völur traveled around the country and told men their fate and the prospect of the season and other things they would like to know.

To say with Jenny Jochems that the passage taps oral tradition about powerful pagan prophetesses in Germanic society is missing the point, apart from being doubtable; similar introductions occur elsewhere in Old Norse literature,\(^68\) and the author probably gathered his information from there. The real significance of the passage(s) lies in its unequivocal statement that in the author’s day (say, the late-thirteenth century), völur were something of the past. That the völva had disappeared from society already at an early stage can also be inferred from the Law codes, which contain no stipulations about them. A possible reason may have been that after the conversion they saw themselves confronted, not so much with persecution from the Church, which still had to be organized in the newly converted territories, as with competition from priests, who probably became active in the distribution of apostolic devices in exchange for


\(^{68\text{ Órmar-Gest þáttur, ed. Guðbrand Vigfusson and C.R. Unger, Flateyjarbók, 3 vols (Christiania, 1860-68), i. 346-59, at 358: \(\)}\)

\(\)Par féru þar um landið völur, er kallaðar væru spákourar ok spária mænum alðr. Því féru nemn þeina ok gagnum þeina wisður ok gífa þeina gífað at skilmasti.

\(\)At that time völur travelled around the country. They were called ‘spac-wives’ and they foretold people their future. For that reason people used to invite them home and give them hospitality, and they bestowed gifts on them on parting.
money. Kieckhefer has remarked that, up to the thirteenth century at least, "rural priests seem to have been essentially grass-roots purveyors of ritual, happy to oblige their parishioners with uncritical use of such rites as they could perform." In these early days of the Church, priests must have had little means, and it is understandable that within certain limits they boosted their small income by providing people with 'magic' utensils, such as church dust or charms against injuries, for which there was a steady demand. The Church certainly did not approve of this, least of all the use of chrism or consecrated oil for magic purposes, which was repeatedly condemned at synods, but these practices must have been lucrative, and their occurrence difficult to prevent. That priests could be regarded with superstition has already been mentioned.

Things were not much different in newly Christianized areas. Gregory of Tours records a little anecdote of a youth who was cured through a Christian form of amulet, a relic of St Julian in a casket, placed on the youth's head. The use of Christian curative incantations, with as much locus pocus as any pagan could wish for, was silently sanctioned by Ælfric, with the apparent aim of undermining existing magic practices. Official condemnation did little to prevent all this from happening, and things were hardly much different in the Scandinavian areas. Chances are that priests entered the volva's traditional domain and started to supply the market with apotropaic utensils. In the ensuing competition with the volva, who traditionally had supplied the market with magic, the latter were no match for the priests, who, in the eyes of the villagers at least, were backed by religious as well as worldly authority. Memories of the volva may have lived on, just as in some European cultures we still listen to tales about bears and wolves (or witches for that matter) even though the species have long become extinct in the area. It is another matter that as time went by, details were lost and supplanted by features borrowed from Sami magic practices. The tapping on tub-lids (if that is what Ls 24 is about), for instance, may well be of Sami origin, and the author of Varangerla, in describing the volva, even endows her with Sami ethnicity. Also, the law codes, which are silent about volver, do refer to witches, and treat them on a par with Finnar, thus confirming that the latter were more of a reality. Perhaps the comatose
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70 J.A. MacCulloch, Medieval Faith and Fable (Boston, 1932), p. 21.
71 In the Ecclesiastical History (6.25) Bede reports that King Ethelbert, during his first meeting with Augustine, showed fear lest the preachers of Christianity might resort to magic.
73 Strömbäck, Sejöld, p. 74.
74 The Law of the Eikavåging imposes heavy penalties on people who employ the services of Finnar sek fordela. See NGL, ed. J.R. Keyner and P.A. Mann, 5 vols (Christiania, 1846–95), iv, 309.
or death-like state in which, according to some Eddic poems, the volva sinks back after her recitation, also copies shamanistic Saami practice, but in this case other explanations are possible as well.79

What, then, were the volva’s features before her disappearance from the stage of history? Our survey of skaldic and Eddic evidence has shown that she was involved in various kinds of magic practice, some of it rather dubious. It is conceivable that some of these women possessed great healing skills. Snorri relates the story of a volva called Grísa, who just about succeeded in removing a piece of wasterstone from Þór’s head by uttering a magic chant.76 The name Grísa was carried also by other svætur,77 which makes it a fair assumption that we are dealing with a descriptive name denoting function. Etymologically the name derives from the same root as ON grísa ‘to grow’, which accords well with the healing skills the story endows her with. Of some interest in this connection is the story of Bormóðr’s dying hour, in Ólaf’s saga helga, when a healer woman approaches the severely wounded skáld to locate his wounds:

Hón hafði þar gert í steinkati, stoppil lauk ok þannur gøps ek velt þat saman ok gaf at eru ínum sánum munnum ok reyni svá, hvirð þeir hafði holsað, þvíð kendi af lauknum út út af sári þvi, er á hol var. Hon þar þat at Bormóðr, bað hann eru.78

She had made a concoction in a stone kettle in which she had mashed leeks and other herbs and boiled them together, and that she gave the wounded men to eat. In that manner she tried to find out if they had wounds in vital parts, because she could smell the leek through a wound which went into the body cavity. She brought some of it to Bormóðr and told him to eat it.

The diagnosis reflects a fair amount of healing knowledge.79 This woman is nowhere called a volva, which given the circumstances would have been surprising anyway.80 On

76 Cf. Judy Quinn, ‘A chant came to her lips: Eddic prophecy in the Fornaldarpoen’, in Saga and the Norwegian Experience. Preprints of the Tenth International Saga Conference (Trondheim, 1997), pp. 533-42, at 539. It should be noticed that the eleventh-century Onla prophetarum summons historical figures to testify in a way that could easily be interpreted as a kind of necromancy.
77 Edda Snorri Starlósson, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 104.
78 Hermann Pálsson, Völsunga (Reykjavik, 1994), p. 60.
80 The well-attested use of leek as a medical herb is due to Schmidt-Larsen (‘Bildedannelserne auf wikingensamtidens Mønkmunsstipenner. Ein Diskusionsbeitrag’, in Zum Problem der Deutung frühmittelalterlicher Bildenden, ed. Helmut Roth [Sigmaringen, 1986], pp. 297-302, at 301) into identifying as a Volva a figure carrying an onion like plant on a saddle decoration from Marien. Unfortunately, the identification cannot be proved with certainty.
81 It may be noted in passing that Bormóðr, in a gesture reminiscent of Óðinn’s act in Vsp. 29, presents her with a valuable golden ring, but the resemblance may be coincidence.
an earlier occasion Þormóðr, heavily wounded, had been looked after by Gríma, described as a witch-like woman, but called a good doctor (lækningar) in the saga. The Law of the Eidsvalgning, in a section on pagan practices (I, 45), stipulates fines for women who are found guilty of supplying people with herbs for medical purposes: 'kona hverr, er frá maður lifi oc laru kunna bera mannum ...' 82 each woman, who deals in (magic) herbs and claims to be able to cure people'.

Whether or not the sploðr, or some of them, committed themselves to primitive health care — primitive in the sense of non-classical — indications are that in the late tenth and early-eleventh century the figure of the sploðr played some role in Nordic society, but it can only have been marginal: a travelling figure without any real power. People may have believed in the powers of these women, and they probably consulted them for healing, sorcery and divination, and they may have purchased potions from them, but they certainly also feared them. Their social status was probably low, their existence not without risks. Pope Gregory VII's letter of 1080 AD indicates that their lives could be in danger if bad weather caused crops to fail, or ships to be lost at sea. If things turned out badly, they were killed, an outcome which accords with the punishment that Fröðþóþ bestows on the witches who had tried to sink his ship. That sploðr could fall victim to popular outbursts of violence is further indicated by the nickname sploðbrjótr 'witch-destroyer', carried by some men in the tenth century. 83 With the coming of Christianity their position deteriorated further. Their activities were now looked upon as pagan, and to make matters worse, they also had to face competition from Christian priests whom the largely only nominally converted villagers, as Gregory's pontifical letter indicates, initially saw as the Christian equivalent of witches. Quite a few early post-Conversion charms and amulets have come to light, and priests, or low-ranking clergymen, may have had a hand in their manufacture and distribution, a phenomenon which must have contributed greatly to the sploðr's disappearance from a changing society.

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE

The sploðr did not vanish overnight, at least not from literature. There are indications that at a certain stage the figure was adapted for a particular purpose. As shown above, the picture of the sploðr is considerably more positive in the sagas than in poetry. A close reading

82 NOL I, 390.
83 For instance, Víðarr, a Praise-champion in Háskong (Gunnlaug Skulason, Ívarsmenn, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 102), and Ólaf Þorgeirsson raufsnæðar, a farmer in Sveiflúður in Northern Iceland (Landnámabók 1-11, ed. Finnur Jónsson, p. 194).
of the description of the völva in Eríks saga may reveal a possible explanation. Here we read the following intriguing statement: 'She had had nine sisters, and they all had been prophetesses, but she was the only one left alive'. It is probably the occurrence of the number nine in Old Norse mythology which has led some scholars to believe the sisters to be nine in total. Such an interpretation, however, lacks a firm basis. The text states clearly and unequivocally that she had had nine sisters and that she was the only one still alive. This makes the detail only more interesting, since Old Norse mythology, unlike the Bible, has no affinity with the number as a symbolic number. The feature has been explained in various ways. Ólafur Halldórsson interpreted the fact that Porþír's nine sisters had all died as an indication that a considerable period of time had passed since the colonization of Greenland started, whereas Nørdal, in an attempt to show that Völva-Steiór possessed similar prophetic powers as his mother — the völva Þursdóttir, mentioned above — took Porþír's nine sisters as proof that sibyllic power was hereditary in the North.

I suggest another solution. In my view the number is probably a reference to the sibyls of Antiquity who are said to have been ten in number. The number occurs several times in Lactantius' Divinae Institutiones (1.6), where Varro is mentioned as his source:

'Ceterum Sibylles decem numero fuisse', casque omnes enumeravit sub auctoris qui de singulis scripturaverunt.

He [Varro] says that the Sibyls were ten in number, and he enumerated them all under the writers, who wrote an account of each.

84 So AM 544 vb. (Handskript), dating from the early-fourteenth century. This last detail is missing in the fifteenth-century manuscript AM 557 vb. (Skáladráttir), thought to be closer to the original (Sven B.F. Jansson, Sagaen om Västland, i: Handskrifterna till Erík den röres saga [Stockholm, 1945], p. 82, but in fact our phrase only elaborates a notion that is already contained in the preceding phrase 'she had had nine sisters', since in Old Norse genealogy female relatives are mentioned only rarely, and only for specific purposes (mostly for establishing lineage to illustrious men of the past).

85 P.D. Chanteplie de la Saunayre (The Religion of the Teutons [Boston, 1902], p. 391) interprets the phrase as meaning that Porþír was the only one remaining of nine sisters. Hilda Ellis Davidson (Gods and Myths of the Viking Age [New York, 1981], p. 120) similarly interprets the völva as the last survivor of a company of nine women, as does Helga Kress (Mittunarg myndir. Íslensk fornfrónt sveitarbæk [Reykjavík, 1993], p. 37): 'hún er sá eins á lifi af niu sysnum sem allar voru spókonu'. In all instances the error seems unintentional. That it could have serious consequences all the same shows the case of Falke Ström (Dios, norrøn, völfr [Stockholm, 1954], p. 60), who interpreted the presumed number of nine völfr as indicative of a connection between the völva and the fertility cult practiced in Uppsala every nine years.


The statement recurs in Isidore of Seville's seminal *Etymologiae* (VIII.8.3–7):

Deceiv autem Sibyllae a docetismis auctoribus suas traduntur ... Celebrit autem inter ceteras ac nobilior Erythreana perhibetur.\(^9\)

Very learned authors relate that there were ten Sibyls ... The Erythrean Sibyl, however, is said to be the most celebrated and famous of them all.

Lactantius's number of ten sibyls is echoed in the medieval Prologue, which in one redaction (represented by the manuscript group \(\beta\)) precedes the text of the Sibylline Oracles, and which can be dated no earlier than the sixth century AD.\(^9\) These ten sibyls of medieval tradition correspond exactly to Porbíorg and her nine sisters, a similarity too close to be fortuitous. It should further be noted that the author of *Eiríks saga* uses the prophecy to make the *núpur* allude to the coming of a new faith — Christianity — even though she is still unable to identify it.\(^9\) The Greenland setting is depicted as religiously backward, and reminiscently heathen: none of the inhabitants objects to the performance of the *núpur*; the Icelanders, on the other hand, all do. Details like these do not fail to leave the impression of a highly un-Christian and even pagan environment, but it is paganism in decline, where people have the greatest difficulty in fulfilling its rituals. Porbíorg is, indeed, introduced as the last of her kind, a survivor of the heathen past. This last detail could indicate an acquaintance with St Augustine of Hippo, who in his *De civitate Dei* (XVII.23) acknowledged only one Sibyl, the one who had truly prophesied the advent of Christianity, for which reason he was prepared to give her a place in his City of God:

Hae autem Sibylla sive Erythrean sive, ut quidam magis credunt, Cumacea in nihil habit in carne suo, cuius exiguia ista particula est, quod ut deorum falsorum sive factorum cultum pertinere, quam immo tamen contra eos et contra culturos eorum loquitur, ut in eorum numero videatur, qui pertinent ad civitatem Dei.\(^9\)


\(^9\) It is thought that the author of the saga had in mind Bishop Brandr of Hólar (d.1201), and bishop Porlak of Skálholt (d. 1433), both descendants of Guðbrúðr. In MS AM 557 fo. (Skálholtbók) no mention is made of the falling power of the *núpur*. Here the allusion is tied to Guðbrúðr's prophecy, over which 'there shall shine a bright light'. However, if we juxtapose this bright (Christian) future to the semi-pagan setting of the prediction, the deliberate contrast is obvious, and suggests a wider perspective.


But this Sibyl, whether she is the Erythraean, or, as some rather believe, the Cumaean, in her whole poem, of which this is, the Acrostic quoted by A., is a very small portion, not only has nothing that can relate to the worship of the false or feigned gods, but rather speaks against them and their worshippers in such a way that we might even think she ought to be reckoned among those who belong to the city of God.

In medieval tradition the gift of prophecy the true faith, prior to the advent of Christianity, was attributed to most of the ten sibyls, but as the above passages show, there was a tendency to single out one of them as the Sibyl of Erythraea. We thus read in Lactantius’s *De iis Dei* (22.5):

Sibyllas fuisset multas plurimi et maximi subter et tradiderunt... hi omnes praecipuum et nobiliem praeter ceteras Erythraeae furias commemorant."^{95}

Many great authors write that there have been many sibyls... All commemorate the Erythraean as the most excellent and the most respected.

According to some sources, for instance pseudo-Aristoteles, the Sibyl of Erythraea was identical to the Sibyl of Cumae.\footnote{Caelii Firmiani Lactantii Liber de iis Dei., ed. Hennis Kraft and Antonia Wlosok, Texte zur Forschung 4 (Darmstadt, 1976), p. 72.} Lactantius records that the song of the Erythraean Sibyl, which Roman legates had been sent to collect, were given a place on the Capitol, but he simultaneously reports that the fate of the Romans was written (conscripta) in the books of the Cumaean Sibyl. All this may have contributed to the slight confusion about the Sibyl’s exact identity discernible in Augustine’s account, but he clearly regarded this one Sibyl as probably belonging to those who will enter the civitas Dei, the Christian community of the elect. Later medieval texts, such as the eleventh-century *ordo prophetarum*, based on a pseudo-Augustinian sermon, also display only one righteous proto-Christian Sibyl.\footnote{Sibyllische Weissagungen, ed. Allons Kurfess (Berlin, 1951), p. 14.} Emile Mâle has pointed out that until the late Middle Ages the only individual sibyl occurring in art was the Erythraean Sibyl.\footnote{I enlustrative in this respect is the *Index Sibyllarum*, a text copied from Hrabianus Maurus’s *De Unione*, which in many manuscripts precedes the prophecy of the Tiburtine Sibyl. After recording the sibyl’s names and origins, ending with the Tiburtine Sibyl, the *Index* comments: ‘Et eis carminibus multa de Deo et Christo scripta continentur’, ‘And whose [the Tiburtine Sibyl] verses contain much written about God and Christ’. In some manuscripts, however, the prediction has been transferred to the Erythraean Sibyl: ‘Sine in carminibus quante Sibylle Enlure multa de Deo et Christo scripta inventarunt’ (In sibyllinum Orakel fur Mittelalterleren, ed. A.C. Bang, Christiana Videnskabelselskabs Forhandlinger 9 (Christiania, 1882), p. 22) This is a remarkable alteration and a valuable indication of the strength of Augustinian tradition.}\footnote{Emile Mâle, *The Gnostic Image: Religious Art in France of the Thirteenth Century* (New York etc., 1972), p. 338.}
Therefore, alongside a traditional (encyclopedic) enumeration of ten sibyls, we find a medieval tradition in which allusions to sibylline prophecy are restricted to the Erythraean Sibyl, believed to have foretold true things about the Redeemer. Similarly, Porbjörg, of all the ten völuspá which the saga mentions, is the only one to prophesy Christianity, which may explain the curious and hitherto unexplained cognomen litil völse. Just as prior to the advent of Christianity, the Erythraean Sibyl had prophesied the True Faith, Porbjörg, on a modest scale, prophesied the coming of Christianity to Greenland, and symbolically to the pagan North.

VÖLUSPÁ 2

A similar construction seems present in Völuspá, a view based on a new interpretation of Vsp. 2:

Ek man jörn
át um bœrna
þá er fröðum mik
fœðda hóðu.
Níð man ek heima
nó iviðjur
miðvarð manran
fyr mold naðan.

I remember giants, born early in time, who long ago had reared me (or, did give me life).
Nine worlds I remember, nine iviðjur, the famous tree under the earth.

Enigmatic is iviðjur (plural of iviðja). The word itself means something like 'giantesses, witches', but contextually this meaning is puzzling. Dronke recently maintained that the nine iviðjur are no other than the nine giantesses mentioned in Heimskringla, where they are said to have born 'one of the races of the divine powers'. 57 Dronke equates these nine giantesses with the nine sisters who according to the few preserved lines of the poem Heimdallegaldr jointly gave birth to the god Heimdalr. As she sees it, Heimdalr denotes the world tree, and his nine mothers must accordingly be the tree's roots. This theory, which was first put forward by Sophus Bugge, and later advocated by Eduard Neumann, has two shortcomings. 58 First, none of the nine names of the giantesses in Heimskringla contains elements relating to trees or roots. Dronke discusses the problem at some length,

57 Dronke, The Poetic Edda, p. 109
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without, however, arriving at a satisfactory explanation. Second, these giant girls gave birth 'at the edge of the earth' ('vöð jardar þrún'), and not at the centre of it, the place one would expect a world tree to emerge (as would befit a proper axis mundi). 99

Another interpretation is possible. The word völja occurs also in Hymndlóð (st. 48) as a synonym for giantess. The etymology is uncertain. Some have suggested a connection with OE inwiddel 'malicious' and ON *ivið (in vitiðgarna 'evil'); others have connected it with völ 'wood'. Whatever the etymology, the fact remains that völja can denote giantesses, and as such the word is interpreted by most scholars.

In Old Norse myth the völva is associated with the world of giants. Völuspá (st. 2) tells us that she was brought up by giants, or, as the word fæða can also mean 'to give birth', that she descended from them. Whatever meaning is understood, it remains to be seen to what extent this quality of hers is originally Germanic. 100 In the first Sibylline Oracle the Sibyl describes herself as one of the daughters-in-law of Noah (ii, 288–91), whose generation she refers to as of giant race (i, 123–25). 101 The notion that long ago the world was inhabited by giants circulated also in early-eleventh century England, as can be gathered from a homily by Ælfric:

Nu [ne] raede we on bocum þær man æande hælengyld on callum þam fyrste ær Noes flode, od þær þær eotu worhtan þone (wundorlican) sypel æfær naes flode, and hym swa fæða gerewold Glad þar forseal swa þuna wyrhuma wæs. 102

Now we do not read in books that man started idolatry in all the time before Noach's flood, till the giants fashioned the wondrous tower after Noach's flood, and God there granted them as many languages as there were builders.

The theme is repeatedly touched upon in Anglo-Saxon poetry, for instance, in less explicit form, in the opening lines of The Ruin. 103 It is probably against the background of such

---


100 As mentioned earlier (n. 38), in Balder drama a völva is scolded for a giantess ('þrigga þursa möðr'), a reference, perhaps, to Angbróða, the giantess who bore Loki three monstrous children. See Friedrich: W. Bergmann, Weggewohnes Lied (Leipzig 1911), Der Odin: Röda Orakelbåt (Hornfa gälde Odins) und Der Sehesta Vöraswitsch (Völa spå) (Strassburg, 1875), p. 35; and Dronke, The Poetic Edda, ii, 157. The accusation, which seems unfounded, may well be a satiric reference to Vöp. 2.

101 Collins, 'Sibylline Oracles', pp. 337, 341.


103 The Ruin, ed. G.P. Krapp and E.V.K. Dobbie, ASPR 3, pp. 227–29; Wælstan is þes wælstan; wæle gebrihten, burgstede bartun, brunanad eorð gewecan. (1–2)
allusions to the ‘work of giants’ in poetry that Ælfric’s reference to Babylon must be seen. In medieval Christian imagery Babylon symbolizes the place of vice and the abode of the non-elect: the civitas terreina in which the wandering soul strives for redemption.

It is possible that the motif of the yvelva’s youth among giants touches on the same theme — giants as the lost generation of primordial times — but the reason for using it here was probably a wish to emphasize the yvelva’s great age, and hence her reliability as a witness. Whatever the background of the motif, genuinely Germanic or not, there can be little doubt that in using it the Vplaspéd poet linked the yvelva to the world of the giants. This makes it conceivable that tiddñur, as a synonym for giantesses, refers to vplas here. The nine tiddñur, then, stand for nine vplas, corresponding to Pörbijoí’s nine sisters, who are nothing but an imitation of the sibyis of medieval tradition. The fact that the yvelva remembers them implies that they had gone, which makes her stand out as the one true Sibyl, who, like Augustine’s Sibyl, prophesied the coming of Christianity. Similarly, the nine tiddñur of Vplaspéd may stand for the nine sibyis, who had failed to prophesy the True Faith, which may, or may not account for the somewhat pejorative term tiddñur. The yvelva commemorates them because they, as indicated by the verb marna, belong to the past (as they do in Einirí saga, where they are reportedly dead at the time of Pörbijoí’s performance).

Splendid is this wall of stone; destroyed by fire, the city buildings have crumbled, the work of giants is rotting away.

Similarly in The Wanderer (ASPR 3, pp. 134–37):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ypde swa þiane eardgeard} & \quad \text{esda Scyppend} \\
\text{of þæt burgwara} & \quad \text{bræhtna lease} \\
\text{eald enta gewore} & \quad \text{idu stodun.} \quad (85–88)
\end{align*}
\]

That laid waste this city the Creator of men till bereft of the gay sounds of citizens the ancient structure of the giants stood desolate.

On this theme, see Bernard J. Muit, The Exeter Anthology of Old English Poetry, 2 vols (Exeter, 1994), ii (Commentary), 488–95 and 655–60. The discomfort that the Fall brought upon humankind is mirrored in the gloomy reflection on the ruins of that city, but the nostalgia it depicts is not for the city’s past splendor. On the contrary, the voice that we hear is of one who has perceived the city’s true nature and who, longing to go to the New Jerusalem. The theme of the journey from Babylon to Jerusalem will be touched on again below.

\[104\] The idea was not confined to England. On the continent it occurs in the Middle High German Annäiert (ed. E. Nellmann [Stuttgart, 1975], p. 14), which dates from the mid-eleventh century. Here it is told how long ago Semirammis built Babylon:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Diu alten Babilónië siphti si} \\
\text{van elgin den alten} \\
\text{die die gigandi brennen.} \quad (10, 2–4)
\end{align*}
\]

She built ancient Babylon, of the old bricks manufactured by giants.

\[105\] Interestingly, the Beowulf poet also uses the phrase geigande gewore ‘manufactured by giants’ (1562; to denote a very ancient sword), which shows that he, too, associated the giants with generations long past.
Notes on the Structure of Völuspá

A similar state of affairs probably surrounds the nine worlds which the völva remembers. It could be tempting to compare her words with the nine worlds (heimar) mentioned in Gylfaginning (chs 3 and 34), but the latter echo medieval speculations about the nine types of suffering in Hell for evil souls, as found in Honorius' *Elucidarium*, a popular handbook of theology, which was translated into Icelandic in the twelfth century. Some scholars have tried to identify the nine worlds of Völuspá with the various abodes mentioned in Snorra Edda, such as Ásgarðr, Míðgarðr, Vanadís(a), Álfheimr, Jötunnheimr, Niflheimr, and so on, but these places are nowhere described in this sense. Moreover, as with *lokejar*, the verb *mæn* implies that these *ríki* *heimar* are something of the past. My suggestion, therefore, is to link the nine worlds which the völva commemorates with the ten *sæcula* of Roman sibylline tradition. Sibylline literature has been poorly preserved, but the remnants which have come down to us make clear that it recognized ten periods, starting with the paradise, creation, flood, and ending with a restoration of blissful conditions in the tenth period. It was in this tenth and last period that the primordial Golden Age would return, preceded, however, by a general degeneration and plunge of the world into chaos. If we, as advocated above, take *heimar* temporarily,

---

110 Höger klinic Altissimus  
in dem miunden hinten oben. (3818–19)  
The theme enjoyed ample diffusion in late Antiquity: Servius comments (ad *Elegae* IX, 40) that an Etruscan diviner Volcanius interpreted the *Iulium situs* as a sign that Rome's tenth *sæculum*, the golden Age of Apollo, was about to begin. Delivered under the similitude of a dream, the doctrine of cosmic world ages found its way into the *Tiburtine Sibyl*, a late sibylline text, but apart from Augustine's censo the
as successive periods of time, then the statement of the volva would fit in exactly with sibylline tradition. Nine periods have passed by the time the volva starts her song. She recalls what has happened, and how it all came to an end, and then proceeds to sketch the Last Battle and the new world, the New Jerusalem that will emerge.

**Sibylline Literature in the West**

Rydberg and others have objected that sibylline literature was almost totally unknown in tenth-century Western Europe, which, it was claimed, excludes the possibility of *Vuluspā* being indebted to it. The argument, which constituted Rydberg's main defence against Bang's thesis of a Christian influence of *Vuluspā*, has lost much of its weight since the find of a probably seventh-century Latin sibylline prophecy, *Mundus origo mea*, preserved in three manuscripts, two of which date from the ninth century. As Dronke points out, the prophecy's unusual theology and vitality of idiom shows it to be a fresh creation within a living sibylline tradition, not an isolated antiquarian work. The observation is weighty, because the more we reckon with individual genius, the less we are obliged to look for corresponding models in order to assume that the poet, in composing *Vuluspā*, was influenced by sibylline traditions. In the Latin Middle Ages, the knowledge of sibylline tradition, though less prominent than in Antiquity, was never entirely lost.

In his *Ciuitas Dei* (XVIII.23) Augustine records in Latin twenty-seven acrostic verses about the signs of Judgement, *Indiciu signum*, translated from Book VII of the *Oraclum Sibyllinum*. The acrostic, which was musically versified into a *Cantus Sibyllae*, was most influential in conveying sibylline tradition to the Latin West. The verses *Indiciu signum* were incorporated in the pseudo-Augustian sermon *Contra Judaeos*, thought to have been composed in the fifth or sixth century. This spurious sermon, which in slightly abbreviated form came to serve as a liturgical lectio, gave rise to the prophet-play *Ordo prophetarum*, known to have been performed at eight centres in Northern

---

**Footnotes:**

112 Dronke, *Vuluspā and Sibylline traditions*, p. 9. Of special interest are lines 56–58, in which the sibyl, in words reminiscent of the end of Book VII, tells us that she expects fire, and that she will be burned twice (57–58), but also, in the foregoing line 56, that she knows that her form will return to her.

113 In the sermon a procession of pagan and Old Testamental figures, each of them distinguished by an iconographic feature, and individually introduced by the formula 'dic et ut . . . ' ('Speak thou . . . '), delivered a prophetic message relative to the coming of Christ. The most important of these witnesses, and the last to deliver its prophecy (the acrostic *Indiciu signum*), was the Sibyl.

114 Karl Young, *The Drama of the Medieval Church*, 2 vols (Oxford, 1933; reprinted, corr. 1962), ii, 125.
Notes on the Structure of Völuspá

Europe, from the late-eleventh to the fourteenth century. Another strand of sibylline tradition consisted of texts collected from Lactantius’s Divinæ institutiones, and presented under the heading Diccta Sibyllæ magæ in the manuscripts, often in combination with the Mundus origo meæ, sometimes also with the pseudo-Augustinian sermon, Consilium Judæorum.

There were accordingly several routes along which knowledge of sibylline traditions could filter through to the Völuspá poet. Apart from the Diccta, the Tiburtina and the Mundus origo meæ, the voice of the Sibyl is heard in the Cantus, the Sermo, and the Ördo. The latter three differ in that they were recited aloud, a circumstance which implies a larger audience and a greater diffusion than would ever be the case with texts meant to be read individually. From the late-ninth century we have a melody for the Cantus notated in liturgical manuscripts, but as to its performance we lack specific information, as Peter Dronke maintains:

Did the singer in the ninth or tenth century enact the Sibyl’s rôle, or only sing it? Was the music performed by a choirboy in womanly dress, wearing a robe with sleeves slit to the shoulders, richly embroidered in Oriental taste? Did he arrive at the cathedral ... finely painted and mounted on a well-caparisoned horse, with a great retinue of children and drummers, psalters, trumpets, tambourines and rebecs? These are quotations from two much later descriptions of the Sibyl’s song. It is tempting to suppose that similar vitality of performance already existed in the earliest periods, though about this we lack specific documentation.16

Apart from the encyclopedic summaries in Isidore of Seville and Hrabanus Maurus and apart from the evidence provided by the manuscripts themselves, medieval knowledge of sibylline tradition can be inferred from occasional references. In Merovingian France, an acquaintance with the Sibyl can be concluded from the so-called Pseudo-Predegar, a chronicle of the mid-seventh century, whereas for Carolingian times scholars have pointed to Druhmar of Corvai and Frechulph of Lisieux, both of which cite the Sibyl.17 As for England, familiarity with the figure is recorded in Anglo-Saxon times for both Aldhelm (d. 709) and Ælfric, and later, in the twelfth century, also for John of Salisbury and Geoffrey of Monmouth. Francoise Henry has

suggested that in Ireland the prophet role of the Sibyl was well-known already in the early-tenth century.\footnote{Françoise Heny, *Irish Art during the Viking Invasions* (Ithaca, 1967), p. 173. The argument is based on her analysis of the Last Judgement scene depicted on Muiredach’s Cross at Monasterboice. Here, at the centre of the cross-piece, we find Christ standing in judgement, with on his left the seated David playing his harp, and on his right a flurrying figure, whom Heny identified with the Erythraean Sibyl. The identification would provide further evidence for the figure’s diffusion, but recently Peter Harbison has expressed doubts about the identification, which, therefore, must remain open (The high crosses of Ireland: an iconographical and photographic survey, vol. 1 [Bonn, 1992], p. 298). That early-medieval Ireland was not wholly ignorant of the Erythraean Sibyl is proved by a gloss on Servius in a ninth-century Irish manuscript (Codex Bennisius 363), in which reference is made to a certain *mac Gallain* (probably the deacon *Niall mac Gallain*, d. 854 or 858), said to have known the figure (Whitney Stokes and John Strachan, *Threni* *erum* *paganorum. A Collection of Old-Irish Gloses*, Scholila, Prose and Verses, 2 vols (Dublin, 1903; repr. 1975), II, 235. I am indebted to Dr Ceis Vederunturf for directing my attention to the passage.)}

Did the Völuspá poet have knowledge of sibylline literature? We will never know with certainty — evidence for textual borrowing is simply inconclusive\footnote{Interestingly, in Völuspá two different, yet converging motifs have been superimposed: we have, on the one hand, a seeress, whose gift enables us to learn about the future, and, on the other, a necromantic act of some kind (cf. Vsp. 66/8) to the same purpose. A similar combination is found in *Ordo prophetarum*, but with a difference. The *Ordo* tries to show that knowledge of the True Faith was available prior to the coming of Christ, which makes the combination preconditional to the play’s structure. In Völuspá, no such combination is required, which might suggest that our poet was indebted to the *Ordo*, or a text similar to it.} — but there can be little doubt that knowledge of it had spread to the West well before the turn of the millennium, and I see no reason to deny him access to it.

The composition of Völuspá must have changed the status of the völva positively, though this upgraded status may have been confined to the area of literature. The date of Völuspá is uncertain, but the poem was undoubtedly composed well before the thirteenth century, the time of saga-writing, and influence of the poem may account for the more or less respectful attitude towards the völva in some of the sagas. Actually, this need not surprise us. Nordal was probably right in suggesting that the völva’s name Heidr, found in *Hrólf's saga kraka* and *Ǫrvar-Odds saga*, can be traced back to *Völuspá*.\footnote{Völuspá, ed. Nordal, p. 81.} The influence of the poem may explain the ambivalent attitude on the part of the saga author, who saw himself confronted with two different aspects of the völva: on the one hand a dubious figure of pagan times whose legacy lingered on in poetry; on the other a respectful figure who had predicted the True Faith. In the sagas the latter dominates, which may give us an explanation as to why the author of *Kormaks saga* declined to use the word völva for a woman who was practising magic.
The Volva of Völuspá: Ad Hierusalem a Babylonia?

It remains to discuss the volva as a vehicle of the divine things revealed in Völuspá. The fact that we identified the female speaker as a volva makes it necessary to define her relation to the volva of stanza 22. We are confronted with a problem here. Is the witchlike figure of this stanza compatible with the volva reciting the poem, and if so, how do we explain the seemingly incongruent pictures which the poet presents to us? By summing up her various uses of magic the poet effectively leaves us with the picture of a morally dubious figure, whereas the present volva, as described in the poem's opening stanza, proceeds in an atmosphere of high social prestige, addressing as she does the assembly of men and gods. On the one hand, we have the impressive volva of more than human stature—a figure who apparently belongs to both the past and the present-day world of the audience, the end of which she solemnly foretells—on the other, a witch-like creature of low prestige. How do we reconcile these different statuses? Critics have not dwelt on the contrast, nor explained it satisfactorily. An easy way out was attempted by Wilken, who argued that the two volva's have nothing to do with each other. This would remove the problem indeed, but it would be surprising if the explicit reference to the volva's vices in Vsp. 22 would be void of meaning, the speaker being a volva herself. Perhaps therefore, a new line of interpretation might be suggested.

In order to understand the incongruity, it must be viewed in a wider perspective. In itself it is not extraordinary that a fictional speaker or singer introduces a fellow bard in his song. Two poets commonly regarded as traditional, Homer and the Beowulf poet, sing in their songs of counterpart singers on the distant scene they sing of, and by doing so make us draw the conclusion that they, the present poets, derive their story from those distant poets who were with the heroes of the past. The trick, Robert Creed says, is to get us believe in the connection between the present poet and the past one in the tale we are listening to. If we read Völuspá with Creed's findings in mind, we become aware of the fact that the volva we are listening to — the present poet in Creed's terminology — has been around since the earth's early days. We are even in the comp-

---

121 The exception being Dronke (The Poetic Edda, n. 99), but her solution of three competing sibyls, though stimulating, builds on premises that I find difficult to subscribe to.
123 Robert Creed, 'Widsith's Journey Through Germanic Tradition', in Anglo-Saxon Poetry: Essays in Appreciation, ed. L.E. Nicholson and D. Warwick Frese (Notre Dame, 1975), pp. 376–87, at 382. Similar structures can be found elsewhere in Old Germanic literature. It is clearly present in the Old English Widsith and, excessively even, the Old Norse Norna-Gest Fjalar, where it has been oddly combined with the Melesiger motif.
fortable position of not having to argue a connection between the female singer/speaker and the past of which she speaks, since the poet has made the link explicitly clear by the völva's act of remembrance in the second stanza. The **Völuspá** poet differs from Homer and the *Beowulf* poet insular that he turns the völva's memories into a pattern of retrospection of world history. The poet may have been helped by the motif of the prophetess's old age — a traditional one in sibylline literature (Heraclite uses it, as does Virgil, whose Cumaean Sibyl is explicitly called *longaeva*) — but if the poet found it in his sources, he has used it with great artistic skill. Glimpses of the poet's ideological scheme can be divined by studying the way in which he presents the stages of human history, one of which is addressed in our stanza 22. Here, having described the creation of the world and its inhabitants, ending with the portentous picture of the Nornes' arrival, the poet suddenly alludes to the rise of pagan practices in society, providing a catalog of the völva's skills and actions.

If, as argued earlier, Vsp. 21–22 constitutes a hysteron proteron, then Vsp. 22, in terms of naturalistic time sequence, must precede the events of stanza 21. To assume a narrative coherence — as nearly all critics have tended to — allows us to identify the völva of Vsp. 22 with the burned *Gullveig* of Vsp. 21. This in turn, confirms our above impression of different, yet converging time-levels in the poem, since the poet explicitly informs us that she (Gullveig/Heiðr), despite her ordeal, is still alive, thereby drawing yet another link between past and present. The identification of Gullveig with Heiðr, however, requires at least some explanation of how the two stanzas belong together. It must be pointed out in this connection that the *Völuspá* situation differs from that found in the *Iliad* or *Beowulf* in that the latter poets, by introducing counterpart singers, suggest not merely continuity, but a continuity that is principally unaltered: the present singer, it seems, can shade into the past one of his tale. In *Völuspá*, on the other hand, the present singer, the völva, differs fundamentally from the past one in her tale, and the connection between past and present which the poet seems eager to emphasize is characterized by a remarkable change of stature. As the poet explicitly connects the present völva with the past völva (Vsp. 2) and simultaneously, by remarking that she is still alive, links the witch-like völva of Vsp. 22 to the present time of the poet and his audience, the conclusion appears to be that at one stage the völva of the past was transformed into the present speaker. With the metamorphosis of the earlier into the present völva, the latter has gained the towering prestige which we find her endowed with in the poem's opening lines, where she addresses gods and men with a solemn 'I'. The former witch of individual magic has grown into a figure of revelation to the converted Christian society of which the audience forms a

---

part. An indication that the völva of Vsp. 22 is no other than the fictional speaker of the poem appears to be the adverbial tel, the use of which characterizes the performance of both the former (vélsp) and the present völva (vél fryrefja). It is even possible that the word vélsp, the only positive quality of the earlier völva, gives us a clue of how the metamorphose came about.

It may be pushing the evidence too far, but the treatment which Gullveig suffers in Vsp. 21 seems to resemble in many respects the torture to which some of the Christian saints are subjected in hagiographic tradition. Gullveig is stabbed with spears and burned, but all to no avail. Similarly, medieval saints were tortured because they refused to denounce the True Faith. Often the torture to which they were subjected had little effect, and like Gullveig the saints survive initially, though mostly they perish in the end, as required for martyrdom. We thus find the same ingredients of stabbing and burning, as well as, and above all, immunity from fire. The resemblance does not, however, stop here. The phrase ‘þó hon enn lifi’, ‘yet, she still lives’ is remarkably reminiscent of the afterlife that saints were thought to enjoy after their glorious martyr deaths. One wonders whether it is possible that the völva, too, was tortured because of something she had said or testified to. It is in this connection that the word vélsp deserves special attention, the one positive quality we find her endowed with in Vsp. 22. Is it conceivable that her power of prophecy made her, like the pagan sibyl of Antiquity, conceive a vision of the True Faith,¹² and that her public announcement of it provoked a hostile reaction against her? Standing firm to her vision, she survives the ordeal of fire and iron, and unharmed she grows in stature, evolving to a new person, that of the present völva. Such an interpretation would reconcile the seemingly incompatible statures of the völva of Vsp. 22 and the völva reciting the poem, and turn them into a story of vision and conversion, thus providing the stanzas Vsp. 21–22 with an unexpected internal cohesion. Stabbing and burning were a regular part of the torture some female martyrs were subjected to, as recorded, for example, in the ninth-century Song of St Eulalia, written in the vernacular in Northern France.¹² St Eulalia was venerated in England at an early date. She is mentioned by Aldhelm, and by Bede in his hymn to St Etheldreda: ‘Scorched by fierce flame, Eulalia endures’. The combination of burning and stabbing, the first of which proves unsuccessful, appears to be a stand-

¹² Cf. Vsp. 31/1–4, where she refers to Balder as a blood-stained sacrifice. Blood is the origin of Christian salvation. Is it possible that the völva recalls her former vision here?

ing motif in the pæsiæ of many female saints. An illuminating example occurs in the Life of St Agnes, of which we have at least two tenth-century Latin accounts, one of them by Flodoard, Canon of Rheims, and vernacular versions from the turn of the millennium. It is unlikely that the Old Norse translation existed at the time Víðspýr was composed, but the Old English translation found in Ælfric’s Lives of Saints, contains the same details of burning and stabbing.

The similarity is remarkable and hardly coincidental. There is a fair possibility that the picture presented in Vsp. 21 owes a great deal to medieval hagiography, though the extent of the influence is hard to define. Theoretically, the influence need not have been more than a distorted saint’s life of the above kind, the details of which may have been borrowed independently of their hagiographic context. It is more likely, however, that the poet knew the context from which he was borrowing. An explanation of this kind would provide the stanza with a coherent meaning, and there is every reason for arguing that some if not most features of Vsp. 21 must be explained along these lines.

There is no need, however, to assume that the motif, as presented in the stanza, is merely a calque on the torture of some female martyrs, as described in Christian hagiography. The killing of Gullveig was probably not a device of the poet’s own making. He may have endowed the story with features that helped him to incorporate it in the poem in the way we find it presented there, but the story itself may well have been part of his native tradition. For similar reasons, he may have emphasized features that were already present in his source. Those aspects which (as in Vsp. 22) were not with a similar moral response in both Christian and heathen tradition, such as magic and sorcery must have been particularly suitable. One such example is the motif of the seeress’ initial wickedness, displayed in Vsp. 22, which also occurs in sibylline literature. In

\[127\] See, for instance, the Lífe of St Lucia and St Juliana.


\[129\] Ælfric’s Lives of the Saints, ed. Walter W. Skeat, EETS OS 76 (London, 1881), p. 184. The Old Norse text describes her ordeal as follows:

En Aspáus þráðandi let kyndu eld miðinn í ægðiti lyðsins ok let kasta þeirnum í logum miðlan. Én þar þó var gött, það skipjóu loginn í því stóð ok brendi lyðsins a þvotræggin hund, en hana talindi ekkki híninn þess at holði. En blömmunn (sogul) þetta (af) fólkyngr þennar. (Heliga Mannas saga, ed. C.R. Unger, 2 vols. [Christiania, 1877], i, 20–21).

Aspáus, the Judge, bade men kindle a very great fire in front of the people, and had the girl thrown into the midst of the flame. When that was done, the flame divided itself into two parts, and burned up the people on both sides, whereas the girl stood unharmed in the heat. But the idolater said this be due to her witchcraft.

When the torture continues, Agnes exhausished the fire through prayer. The outraged judge has her stabbed with a spear (let spjóti leggja í þríu meytaðinni), whereas the girl dies. As a vigil at her grave, they see a light in the air and a flock of girls wearing cloths of gold thread (slyðlar gullfornum félönum).
Book II (339–47) of the Sibylline Oracles, the seeress calls herself an ill-minded sinner
who has committed shameless deeds, and in Book VII (151–55) she recalls the evils and
many other lawless things which she formerly did, and resolves:

Therefore fire has eaten and will devour me again.
For I myself will not live, but an evil time will kill me,
when men who pass by will fashion a grave for me by the sea;
and they will destroy me with stones,
for when I was speaking to the Father
he communicated to me the dear Son.
May you stone me! Stone me all of you
For thus will I live and fix my eyes on heaven. 159

These last lines of Book VII leave us with the impression of a seeress who has sinned
gravely, and who now, having seen the True Faith, sorrowfully hopes to atone for her
deeds by suffering a martyr's death. This interpretation accords with my explanation of
Vsp. 22, even though the throwing of stones has been replaced by stabbing and burn-
ing, a mode of torture dominant in later hagiographic tradition. As there are no signs
that Book VII was known in the Latin West, direct influence is unlikely, but the quoted
passage shows us where to look for an explanation.

It is here the name Gullveig comes into play. Some hundred years ago Wilken, fol-
lowed by Mogk, dismissed the idea that the name, in itself, could be of any signifi-
cance, remarking that a king called Friedrich was not necessarily a man of peace
either. 131 Such rhetoric is unfounded, however. Compound names with a first element
gold occur in Old High German and Old English, but in Old Norse only very rarely.
If such a name crops up in Old Norse we may reasonably consider that it was
designed for a special effect. We should, therefore, not refrain from using the name if
doing so leads to a better understanding of the stanza. Unfortunately, the meaning of
Gullveig is ambiguous, since gold traditionally symbolizes not only purity, but also
human avarice and desire, qualities which inevitably corrupt the soul. Consequently,
the name can be interpreted in various ways. It may hint at the shining of light and
brightness with which martyrs were sometimes associated in hagiographic writing —
which would accord neatly with our above remarks about stabbing and burning —
but it is also possible that the Volsaps poet was thinking of one of the most extreme
personifications of sin which the Middle Ages knew: the Great Harlot of Babylon, the
symbol of fornication. Following a lead by Bugge, Elard Hugo Meyer has suggested

159 Collins, 'Sibylline Oracles', p. 414.
131 Wilken, 'Zur Ordnung der Volsaps', p. 480; Eugen Mogk, Zur Gigantomachie der Volsaps (Helsinki,
1924), p. 4.
that the second element -veig, which he regarded as ON veig (f) 'strong drink', derived from Old English weig(e) 'cup'. The argument was that if -veig stood for 'cup', gallweig might be a rendering of pociulum aureum, the main attribute of the Harlot in medieval tradition. Scholars did not take much notice of Meyer's suggestion, which suffered further from the fact that Bugge himself shortly afterwards abandoned the idea of ON veig being a loan from Old English. However, to regard Gallweig as a calque on pociulum aureum does not require ON veig to be a loan-word, and speculative as Meyer's suggestion might be, it is not without merit. After all, the Erythraean Sibyl reportedly came from Babylon, an origin mentioned by Pausanias (X,12), Lactantius, Isidore of Seville, and others.

Even without such considerations, it is possible to assume that the Vplogad poet, in depicting her fate, was referring to the martyr quality of the sibyl, as well as to her shameful behaviour of earlier days. If thoughts about the sibyl's initial sins crossed the poet's mind, then he may have chosen the name Gallweig deliberately, as a play on the Harlot's pociulum aureum. In doing so he stressed the sibyl's progression from the secular level toward the spiritual, or, in terms of character display, the transformation of the sinful sibyl into one testifying to the Truth, for which she, like the Sibyl of Book VII, suffered persecution. The relation between the early and the later sibyl/volva would then correspond to the contrast between Babylon the Great, and the New Jerusalem, antithetic to it. The opposition between the two was traditional in the Middle Ages, and the thought of one almost immediately led to the other. Vplogad differs insofar as the poet combined the two figures into one, thus reducing the contrast between opposite figures to one of different stages of growth and spiritual perception: the sibyl, for all her sins, transmutes into a figure of Truth. A similar combination of Babylon and Jerusalem in one person, that of an initially sinful woman who is converted, occurs in Hermann of Reichenau's account of Mary Magdalene. There are some differences,

132 Bugge, Studier over de nordiske Gud- og Helteregns opfindelse, 1, 6; Erlard Hugo Meyer, Vplogad. Eine Untersuchung (Berlin, 1889), p. 96
133 The source of this picture was, of course, Revelation 17:4, in which mention is made of a woman 'habens pociulum aureum in manu sua, plenam abominatione, et immunditias focialoqias ejus, 'holding a golden cup in her hand, full of abomination and uncleanness of her fornication'.
134 Bugge claims (Studier, p. 542): 'Imod at oldn. veig "stark drik" skulde være Lannord fra Angelalskå, taler det nu i norske Dialekter brukelige seriaq "Safte". As the last part of Bugge's book was considerably delayed, Meyer could not have knowledge of Bugge's new view on Old Norse veig.
one of them being that in Vplaspà the figure of the penitent female sinner is part of the poem’s framework, and her life-story, though repeatedly touched on, nowhere takes precedence over her narrative function of conveying knowledge of things past and future. The roughly contemporary but unconnected case of Hermann of Reichenau (d. 1054 AD) shows that around the time in which Vplaspà was composed, say the late-tenth or the early-eleventh century, there was some currency in the idea of portraying the early wrongs of a converted female sinner in terms reminiscent of the Great Harlot. The idea is of course not as explicit in Vplaspà as it is in Hermann of Reichenau, but acceptance of it would not only explain the name Gullveig in Vsp. 22, but also place the change of the sestess’s stature in a wider perspective: ad Hierusalem a Babylonia (to use Abelard’s words).\(^\text{156}\) This interpretation is admittedly rather daring, but it does account for the textual and verbal connotations no less satisfactorily than much that has been written on Vsp. 22. After all, the biblical Apocalypse in which the portrait of the Harlot is contained had an enormous influence on many areas of medieval culture. It could be added that the apple which Eve persuaded Adam to eat was expressed figuratively as a drink,\(^\text{157}\) symbolized as a cup of death, poculum morti — death as the result of primordial sin — imagery which naturally touched on the cup of the Whore, with the result that already at an early stage the two were identified with each other in commentaries on the Scripture.\(^\text{158}\)

What meaning exactly the poet attributed to the name we will never know, especially as it may have been more than one. It is probably wise not to rely too heavily on the interpretation of Gullveig as a pun on the Harlot’s golden cup. Nor is there any

---


\(^{157}\) The theme is richly developed in the Old English *GrutheBæc B* (ASPR 3, pp. 72–88).

Namig monna was
of ham signynad siþ an afre
godes wilhan hes goen, ne gynnwisad,
jor he bibugan marge jone bitan drync
jone Eue fyn Adamc graf,
byrelad hryd geong. (865b–70a)

Ever afterwards, there was no man from that distinguished stock so zealous in the will of God or so amply instructed that he may avoid the bitter drink which Eve the young bride gave and served up to Adam of old. (Translation S.A.J. Bradley, *Anglo-Saxon Poetry* (London, 1982), p. 271)

\(^{158}\) Thus *Gregory vives in his seminal Mortalia in Job, XXXIV.15*:

Calicæ aureas diecit, quia dam pulchra esse temporaliæ ostensæ, studias mentes in sua conspicucentia debibat, ut speciosa temporaliæ appertet, et invisibilla pulchra contemnent. *Hoc aureus calicæ prima sponte sua Eva debiuit et, de qua historia veritas dicerit* ... (my italics; PL 76, 733)

need to: even if we dismiss any direct association of the name with the Harlot, there is still sufficient ground for interpreting the völva’s ordeal in Vsp. 21 as a stage in a spiritual progression of what I labelled ‘ad Hierusalem a Babylonia’. As the hagiographic features of the stanza make clear, the idea is in no way dependent on the name’s etymology.

CONCLUSION

A survey of the various data concerned with the Old Norse völva and analogue figures leads to the following conclusions:

1. The figure was indigenous in the North, but in the tenth century she was associated with magic, and her status was low. She certainly existed prior to the composition of Völuspá, but as a pitiable witch-like figure without the elevated stature which some scholars have been eager to discern.

2. The composition of Völuspá influenced the status of the völva in Old Norse literature, especially prose. Authors may have had ambiguous ideas about her, but they no longer associated her with magic. Instead, the emphasis is on her prophetic capacity: ‘Saga mun sannaz, só er völva segir’.

3. To convey his message, the Völuspá poet remodelled the völva in such a way as to make her the equivalent of the sibyls of Antiquity as preserved in medieval tradition.

4. The different stature of the völva in Vsp. 22, as distinct from Vsp. 1, can be viewed as a stage in a process of spiritual growth: the sinful seeress transmuted to bear testimony to the True Faith. To signal the turning-point (or rather the confrontation with ruling conventions that followed it), the poet endowed her with features borrowed from Christian hagiography.

This interpretation implies a thoroughly Christian background of Völuspá. Already the phrase ‘meiri ok mimi’, in the opening stanza of the poem, articulates the very Christian idea that at the Final Judgement no difference will be made between poor and rich, each man being judged according to opera sua. The same applies to the poem’s concluding stanza, with its sudden focus on the dragon, a feature which has puzzled generations of scholars, but which might evoke the Christian belief that the Last Judgement will not terminate the punishments of Hell. On the contrary, the
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tortment, institutionalized now, will continue to exist ever after, to the delight of the righteous (as Honorius has it). 139

The question remains: can such an elaborate frame of Christian references have been intelligible to the listeners? The audience’s understanding of the poem must have varied greatly, depending on the individual ability to recognize and relate to congruent structures. Some listeners may have picked up references and codes that were missed by others. This also holds for the poet’s art of integrating different contents: on the one hand the plain narrative, pagan in its subject matter, on the other the underlying Christian symbolism. 140 We probably have to allow for several levels of understanding in the poem, each of them with its own set of references, and it is at the intersection of these frames of references that the poet sometimes uses names or phrases that seem deliberately ambiguous, such as Ask and Enbla (reminiscent of Adam and Eve), or ḍelfr (as a play upon Pålkk, in Dronke’s interpretation). 141 To assume complementary exegetic levels in the structure of the poem is conventional, and it certainly is not out of touch with medieval practice. The ninth-century Vita Sancti Remigii by Hincmar of Reims, for instance, consists of different parts intended for different audiences. The common people were to hear about miracles, healings, assistance and other manifestations of saintliness, whereas the chapters intended for the educated use the same events for moral edification. 142 In Völuspá we have not separated texts for different audiences, but one text with different sets of references, matching different levels of auditory perception. It is along these lines, I suggest, that the seemingly bizarre concurrence of pagan and Christian elements in Völuspá must be explained.

139 The juxtaposition of reward and punishment at the Last Judgement is a common Christian motif, both in literature and iconography. The thought is articulated by Prudentius in Hymn XI of Cathemerinum Liber (ed. and trans. H.J. Thompson, 1, 100-03):

Infige iure et praemium
merita rependens congrua,
haec lux insonit perpetis,
illis Gehennam et Tarrarum. (100-12)

He himself, raised in eminence above all, shall require each according to his deserts, giving these to enjoy untending light, those to suffer hell and Tarrarum.

140 One could compare so-called crossover books, children’s books which work on two levels of understanding: there is the story level, appreciated by adults and children alike, but usually a deeper meaning is hidden between the lines, full of punning and metaphor that encourages one to draw a moral or philosophical conclusion.


142 Aron Gurevich, Medieval Popular Culture (Cambridge, 1990), p. 52.